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Inner-Shell Lifetimes of Small Gas-Phase Molecules

1. Introduction

1.1 Research Goals

Core-ionization energies are known to reflect such molecular properties as charge

distribution and the ability of a molecule to accept charge at a particular site. Less certain,

though, has been the significance of the width of a peak arising from a core-electron

transition. From the early days of electron spectroscopy, it had been observed that there

was a chemical effect on core-electron linewidthsfor example, the two N ls lines in NNO

do not have the same halfwidth [1]. The origin of this chemical dependence was not well

understood. The possibility of vibrational broadening was considered improbable since the

core orbitals are generally regarded as non-bonding. Shaw and Thomas [2] suggested that

the line broadenings in electron spectra were due to chemical effects on the lifetime, which

is inversely proportional to the linewidth, of the core hole. They pointed out that the

molecular composition affects the valence electron density in the vicinity of the core hole,

and the lifetime should decrease with increasing electron density. However Gelius et al.

[3], who saw the first evidence of vibrational structure in a core-electron spectrum, were

not convinced of the importance, or even of the existence, of a molecular effect on the

lifetime.

As excitation sources, especially synchrotrons, have improved, so has the resolution

of spectra from which information on the lifetimes of inner shells has been obtained.
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Traditionally, especially for first row elements, these lifetimes have been compared with

theoretically predicted lifetimes for the free atom [4, 5] and the agreement has not been

very good. It is often not certain that the experimental values represent the true linewidths

as there may be unresolved vibrational structure contributing to the reported linewidth,

necessitating the need for high-resolution spectra before valid comparisons can be made.

However, theoretical studies [6-8] have shown that the lifetime of a core hole in a molecule

does differ from that of the corresponding free atom, and that the lifetime should be

dependent on the molecular environment.

The experimental evidence for the existence of a chemical effect on the lifetime is

sparse and unconvincing. Therefore the goal of this project is to seek evidence of a

molecular effect on inner-shell lifetimes and to investigate its nature using the tools of

electron spectroscopy.

1.2 Electron Energy Levels of Atoms and Molecules

Electrons in isolated energy levels and confined to a region near the atom or

molecule are in bound orbitals. The energies of electrons not bound to the atom or

molecule are part of a continuum. In molecules, there are three kinds of bound orbitals and

two kinds of unbound orbitals [9].

The bound orbitals of a molecule are:

1. Core Orbitals, localized near a nucleus and not directly involved in chemical
bonds. Thus they are similar to core atomic states.

2. Valence Orbitals which form chemical bonds. They occupy the regions close to
the nuclei and in between nuclei.
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3. Rydberg Orbitals, large hydrogen-like orbitals located primarily at the periphery
of the molecule that are unoccupied when the molecule is in its ground state.

The unbound orbitals are:

1. Shape Resonances, actually part of the continuum, but heavily influenced by the
molecular field and located in the region of the molecule.

2. Continuum Orbitals, high-energy states that are weakly influenced by the
molecular field.

The minimum energy of the unbound states is referred to as the threshold or edge.

The energy difference between a bound orbital and the threshold is the binding energy or

ionization energy of that orbital.

In an atom, all of the bound orbitals of a given value of the principal quantum

number n form a single shell. Successive shells are labeled numerically by the value of n.

Within a shell, orbitals with different values of the orbital angular momentum quantum

number / are labeled with the letters s,p,d,f,... by the correspondence / = 0: s, / = 1: p, l = 2:

d, etc.

Molecules differ from atoms in that the orbital composition of the valence shell is

described by molecular orbitals instead of by atomic orbitals. The s, p or dz2 atomic

orbitals of similar energy on neighboring atoms combine constructively or destructively to

form sigma bonding (a) or sigma antibonding (o *) orbitals, respectively. The IN, py,

and d3, orbitals combine to form t bonding and n antibonding orbitals. Molecular orbitals

are often delocalized about the entire molecule whereas atomic orbitals are located on a

specific atom.
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1.3 Excitation of Core Electrons

A core electron can be removed from its orbital by a photon or an electron [10]. If

the final state of the electron is another bound state, the transition is resonant and the

process is called core excitation. Core ionization occurs when the final state is in the

continuum.

If the excitation source is monoenergetic photons, and the photon energy is greater

than the binding energy for a given level, then ionization of that level occurs. The kinetic

energy of the departing electron, the photoelectron, is equal to the photon energy minus the

binding energy (adjusted for some small correction factors) [11]. On the other hand,

excitation with electrons leads to a wide range of ionized and excited states, since the

excess energy can be carried off by the scattered electron.

The "photon in, electron out" phenomenon is the photoelectric effect [12] and the

process is called photoionization. The technique to study photoionization is photoelectron

spectroscopy. To ionize valence electrons requires photon energies up to about 100 eV and

the technique is usually described as ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). Core-

electron binding energies in gas-phase atoms and molecules typically have values greater

than 100 eV with the most commonly studied orbitals lying between 100 eV and 2 keV.

Even though the lower limit of the x-ray region corresponds to photon energies of

approximately 400 eV, by tradition the technique is known as x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS).

With electron excitation, a mixture of excited states is obtained. However, electron

energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) is used to selectively populate core-excited states [13].
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On impact with a target gas molecule, an electron in an electron beam loses a portion of its

energy to inelastic scattering. This energy loss is equal to the difference in energy between

the initial state of the bound electron and its final state, and thus the excited energy levels

of the molecule can be determined.

Radiation sources for XPS are an x-ray tube or a synchrotron. An x-ray tube is

typically configured to generate Mg Ka (hv = 1253 eV [14]) or Al Ka (hv = 1486 eV [14])

x-rays although other metals are sometimes used. It is difficult to obtain a sharp x-ray line

less than that of magnesium Ka [15]. Synchrotrons, however, can produce monochromatic

radiation of almost any wavelength, and many are optimized to provide light in the vacuum

ultraviolet/soft x-ray region. The ability to select a specific photon energy allows for the

observation of core excitations (instead of just core ionizations) and thus experiments that

previously could be done only with electrons as the excitation source now can be done with

photons.

1.4 Electron Shake-up and Shake-off

When a core electron is removed, there is a sudden change in the effective charge

seen by the remaining electrons due to the loss of a shielding electron. This change in

effective charge can cause a monopole excitation in which a valence electron undergoes a

transition into either the continuum (electron shake -off) or a discrete state (electron shake-

up) [16]. Since the energy to promote a valence electron decreases the kinetic energy of

the photoelectron, shake-up transitions appear as small peaks in photoelectron spectra at
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lower kinetic energy than the main photoelectron peak. Shake-off transitions appear as a

low, broad band.

1.5 De-excitation Pathways of Core-Hole States

An inner shell vacancy can be filled by x-ray emission or Auger decay. In x-ray

emission, the core hole is filled by an electron from a higher energy level with the

concomitant release of a photon with energy equal to the difference between the two levels.

The Auger process, first described by Pierre Auger [17] in 1923, differs from x-ray

emission in that instead of emitting a photon, the atom or molecule releases energy by

ejecting an electron. Of the two processes, Auger decay is the more probable for atoms of

low atomic number. As atomic number increases and at transition energies greater than 10

keV, x-ray emission is predominant [18].

Although both photoionization and Auger decay produce an electron, the two

processes can be distinguished from one another since the photoelectron kinetic energy

increases with increasing energy of the excitation source. The Auger electron energy

depends only on the orbital energies of the electrons involved in the Auger process and is

therefore independent of the excitation energy.

The nomenclature to describe an Auger transition is ABC, where the level with the

initial core hole is written first (A), followed by the level of the electron which fills the core

hole (B), and ending with the level from which the Auger electron is lost (C) [19]. Since

the two electrons involved in the Auger process cannot be distinguished, the designation

of which electron fills the core hole and which departs from the molecule or atom is
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arbitrary. The orbitals are given names derived from x-ray spectroscopy, using a capital

letter to indicate the principal quantum number: K (n = 1), L (n = 2), M (n = 3), and so forth

[20]. A numerical subscript indicates the orbital within the subshell[21]. Thus LI = 2s,

L2 = 2P1/2, L3 = 2P312' Mi = 3s, etc.

There are several different kinds of Auger processes [22]. Auger decay of a core-

ionized species is normal Auger decay and the final state is a dication. Resonant Auger

decay or autoionization refers to de-excitation of core-excited species in which case the

final state is singly charged. Autoionization is further divided into participant and

spectator decay in which the initially excited electron either participates in the Auger

process or remains in its excited state orbital, respectively. Figure 1 schematically shows

the relationship between core ionization, core excitation, and various Auger processes.

Shake-up and shake-off states can also undergo Auger decay. There are often several

possible final states, so Auger spectra can be quite complex, even when de-excitation

occurs from a single excited state.

1.6 Spin-Orbit Splitting

An electron has a magnetic moment that arises from its spin and, if 1> 0, a magnetic

moment due to its orbital angular momentum. The two magnetic moments are spin-orbit

coupled [23], with the result that a closed shell with 1 > 0 splits into 1 + 1/2 and l 1/2

states with a population of 2/ + 2 and 2l, respectively [24]. Thus, for a full p shell, there

are four P3 /2 electrons and two P1 /2 electrons with the P1 /2 being the deeper level. The

magnitude of the splitting progressively increases with atomic number.
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-HID----41-0
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Figure 1. Schematic comparison of various types of Auger processes.
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1.7 Vibrational Motion and Electronic Transitions

The Franck-Condon principle states that electronic transitions are so much faster

than vibrational motion that the nuclei do not change their position or velocities during an

electronic transition [25]. The final state of the molecule will have the same internuclear

distance and kinetic energy as the initial state, and accomplishing this often means a change

in the vibrational level. On a plot of potential energy vs. internuclear distance, the

electronic transition is vertical (see Figure 2). The vertical transition usually cuts through

several vibrational levels of the final electronic state. The probability for each vibrational

transition, and thus the intensity of the peak in the spectrum, is governed by the overlap of

the initial and final vibrational state wavefunctions, known as the Franck-Condon factor.

In core-level electron spectroscopy, the experimental resolution is often too poor

to allow resolution of the vibrational peaks. However, vibrationally-resolved spectra are

becoming more common as electron spectrometers and excitation sources become more

sophisticated.
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Interatomic Distance
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Figure 2. Schematic of Franck-Condon transitions in a diatomic molecule, XY. A: no
change in internuclear distance; transitions mainly to vo. B: shift in internuclear
distance, most intense transition to excited vibrational state. C: transition to
dissociative state.
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2. Methods to Determine the Lifetime of a Core Hole

2.1 Lifetime and Linewidth

For a population of atoms in an excited state, N(t), the number still excited after

time t can be described by [26]

N(t)=Noe -YI

where y is the probability per unit time that one atom will decay.

The probability of finding an atom in its excited state at time t is

I F(012= ye't

The time for 1 W(t)12 to decrease by a factor of e is 1/y which is called the lifetime (see

Figure 3).

Expressing it in other words, 1/y (also called -c) is the expectation value of t for

atoms in the excited state.

-<t>-=f *sti *(t)12 dt

=y r -te -I' clt
Jo

=1/y=T

Thus 1/y is the mean lifetime of atoms in the excited state.



I 'V(t)12

Y

Y/e

0

12

1/y
At

t

Figure 3. Plot of 1 T(t)12 vs. t. The lifetime, 1/y, is the time for 1 ¶(t) 1 2 to decrease by a
factor of e.
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From a wavefunction appropriate to a decaying excited state, a spectroscopic line

shape, in terms of energy, can be calculated. It can be inferred from the probability density

of the excited state,1 W(t) 1 2, that

_211

1 IF(t) He 2

A complex phase factor is needed to get W(t)

yt lEot

W(t)-e 2e h

where E0 is the energy of the excited state.

The state,W(t), can be projected or Fourier analyzed into a spectrum in energy.

This is the energy spectrum of photons or particles emitted when the system decays from

the excited state to the ground state at E=0.

:Et

diE(E)= f T (t)e h dt

-YI -jEot iEt

reo

2e h eh dt

i (E-E0) y
10-exP{[ h 21

t}
dt

Integrating the last expression yields



1 i (E-E0) y
A E(E) i (E-E0) y exP{ { h 2 I t 1

h 2

1

i (E-E0) y
h 2

0
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AE is a complex amplitude, but multiplying by the complex conjugate gives a

measure of the relative probability of finding the energy E for a photon or particle emitted

from the excited state.

I AE(E)I2

There are several things to note about the final expression for the energy spectrum.

The expression has the form of a lorentzian curve. Also, if E = E0, the peak has a

maximum. Lastly, where 1E-401 = hy/2, the peak has a half maximum. The characteristic

full width at half maximum (FWHM) is AE = try = P. See Figure 4. Recall that the

lifetime, -r, equals 1/y and thus the linewidth, F, is inversely proportional to the lifetime.

2.2 Theoretical Calculations

For light elements, the inner-shell lifetime is determined almost entirely by the

Auger transition rate, T-1. The fluorescence yield, the ratio of the number of times a

vacancy in a given shell is filled by a radiative process over the total number of times the
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E E0 Energy

Figure 4. Lorentzian curve describing the energy spectrum for a photon or particle
emitted from an excited state. If E = E0, the peak has a maximum. Where
I E-Eo 1 = by /2, the peak has a half maximum. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) is DE =hy = hit =F.
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vacancy is filled [18], ranges from 0.0023 for carbon to 0.0164 for neon [5] and, therefore,

the effect of x-ray emission on the lifetime can be ignored. The Auger transition rate is

proportional to the square of the Coulomb matrix element [6]. For free atoms, the

expression is

((r) is X (PO)
rig

2

where cp Is represents the wave function for the ls electron, x is the continuum electron, and

cp, and (pi are the wave functions for the electrons that participate in the Auger process. The

total Auger transition rate is the sum over all possible final electron configurations [5]. For

atoms, the wavefunctions can be separated into a radial part, Pni(r), and an angular part,

(p), the spherical harmonics. The radial matrix elements and the Auger KLL

transition rates have been calculated for atoms by McGuire [4] and Walters and Bhalla [5].

Walters and Bhalla [27] also calculated Auger rates for elements with Z = 12 55, 60, 65,

70, 75, 80, 85 when a vacancy is in the 2p shell. Krause and Oliver [28] calculated K, L,

and KLL linewidths directly from theoretical radiative rates and semi-empirical

fluorescence yield values for elements with Z 10. More recently, Chen, Larkins, and

Crasemann [29] have calculated the radial matrix elements only.

For molecules, the wavefunctions are molecular orbitals and thus the Auger

transition rate is written



XI1 I )
r12

2
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If *is is approximated as an atomic orbital and the valence molecular orbitals are expanded

in LCAO form [30]

the resulting expression is

E E 1
(Pis XI-1(PiTi)

ri2

2

The evaluation of the above expression is simplified somewhat if it is assumed that

cp i x, pi, and (pi are all on the atom with the initial core vacancy. This assumption, the

one-center approximation [30], means that there are no interatomic Auger transitions in the

molecule. Matthew and Komninos [31] calculated an interatomic transition probability of

a factor of 104 to 105 less than that for the intra-atomic process in CH4 and CF4. The

negligible contribution from interatomic processes allows the determination of the Auger

transition rate for a molecule using atomic radial matrix elements.
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An essential difference between atoms and molecules is that an atom has some of

its valence orbitals filled and some completely empty, whereas in a molecule all of the same

set of atomic orbitals are occupied, but only partially. The effect of this difference is to

increase the number of final states of a molecule. The total Auger transition rate, and thus

the linewidth, is proportional to the sum of the final states, and therefore would be expected

to be greater for an atom in a molecule than for the free atom.

Another difference between atoms and molecules is that polarization of the valence

electrons caused by the core hole can increase the valence electron density in a molecule.

The probability for reaching a given final state increases, leading to an increase in the

linewidth of the molecule relative to the free atom. In methane, as much as one electron

may be withdrawn from the surrounding hydrogens to screen the core hole [6], so the

linewidth would be expected to be greater than that for carbon atom. The influence of

polarization of the valence electrons by the core hole is accounted for in molecular Auger

transition rate calculations by using the equivalent-cores approximation [32]. In the

calculation, the incomplete core is replaced by the complete core of an atom having one

unit greater nuclear charge. For example, core-ionized methane, CH4 * +, can be modelled

by the isovalent NH4+ ion. In this way, the screened nuclear charge experienced by the

valence electrons is similar for both molecules.

Additional polarization effects can result if the atoms surrounding the core hole are

replaced with more electronegative ligands. As the electronegativity increases, the valence

electron density near the core hole decreases, and the linewidth would be expected to

decrease. Thus the carbon linewidth for carbon tetrafluoride would be expected to be

smaller than that for methane.
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2.2.1 Calculations of is and 2p Linewidths

A computer code using the one center approximation together with complete neglect

of differential overlap (CNDO) or intermediate neglect of differential overlap (INDO)

molecular wave functions to predict Auger spectra has been written by Larkins and Tulea

[33]. Using this program with experimental geometries, the INDO approximation, the

equivalent-cores approximation, and atomic radial matrix elements from Walters and

Bhalla [5], Coville and Thomas [6] obtained the ls linewidths for some small molecules.

Similarly, McColl and Larkins [7] calculated the 2p linewidths for several silicon-

containing molecules of the form SiXnY4,, but used atomic radial matrix elements from

Chen, Larkins, and Crasemann [29]. More recently, in an effort to assess the role of core

hole screening, Larkins [34] calculated the is linewidths for the first row hydrides and the

2p linewidths for the second row hydrides.

Calculations of the Auger transition rate of carbon atom and carbon in some small

molecules have also been performed by Hartmann [8]. However, in contrast to the method

described above, Hartmann used multicenter wavefunctions in which interatomic Auger

transitions were allowed to contribute to the total Auger transition rate.

Table 1 summarizes the theoretical 1 s linewidths of Coville and Thomas [6],

Hartmann [8], and Larkins [34]. The 2p linewidths of McColl and Larkins [7] for the

silicon molecules are contained in Table 2.

Examination of Table 1 reveals several trends. For the the free atoms, the

theoretical linewidth increases with atomic number. It is the sum over all possible final
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Table 1. Theoretical is linewidths, meV.

Element Compound Walters and Coville and Larkins Hartmann
Bhalla [5] Thomas [6] [34] [8]

Carbon C 56 53

CO2 66

CO 73

CH4 96 96 75

CH3F 88

CH2F2 79

CHF3 71

CF4 63 87

CC14 118

C2H2 96 92

C2144 95 89

C2H6 94 85

Nitrogen N 88

N2 120

NO 138

NH3 142

Oxygen 0 131

02 169

H2O 185

Fluorine F 181

HF 225

Neon Ne 240
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Table 2. Silicon 2p linewidths (meV) of McColl and Larkins [7].

Series Molecule Si 2p linewidth

SiFn(CH3)4_n

SiC1,,(CH3)4,

SiFnat-n

SiOn114

SiHn(CH3)4-n

SiF4 14

SiF3CH3 17

SiF2(CH3)2 23

SiF(CH3)3 30

Si(CH3)4 37

SiC14 32

SiC13CH3 33

SiC12(CH3)2 34

SiC1(CH3)3 35

Si(CH3)4 37

SiF4 14

SiF1H 17

SiF2H2 21

SiFH3 26

SiH4 32

SiC14 32

SiC13H 32

SiC12H2 32

SiC11-13 32

SiH4 32

SiH4 32

SiH3CH3 33

SiH2(CH3)2 34

SiH(CH3)3 35

Si(CH3)4 37
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states, rather than changes in the matrix elements, that contributes to most of the increase

[4]. The same trend is reflected in the increasing linewidths of the first row hydrides.

Also evident is that the predicted linewidth for each molecule is greater than that

for the free atom. Part of the enhancement of the linewidth is due to the greater number of

final states available to an atom by virtue of its presence in a molecule. However, by using

the first row hydrides as an example, Larkins [34] has shown that most of the linewidth

increase is due to the polarization of the valence electrons by the core hole.

In agreement with expectations, the Coville and Thomas results for the fluoro-

methane series show a decrease of 8 9 meV in linewidth for each replacement of a

hydrogen by a fluorine. Also, a notable decrease in the predicted linewidth is seen in the

CH4, CO, CO2 series. The decrease in linewidth from 96 to 63 meV in going from CH4 to

CF4 is in striking contrast with the results obtained by Hartmann, who found an increase

from 75 to 87 meV. The prediction based on the multicenter model is the reverse of the

prediction based on the traditional one-center model. In CF4, the high electron density on

the fluorines may contribute significantly to the Auger transition rate, even though such

interatomic transitions are not expected [31].

For the C2H,, series, the predicted linewidth does not depend significantly on the

degree of saturation of the carbon-carbon bond. Hartmann's results are in agreement with

those of Coville and Thomas.

An examination of the N 1 s linewidths of the nitrogen-containing molecules in

Table 1 reveals that although NO would be expected to have the narrowest linewidth, it has

the broadest. Since the CNDO/INDO computer code used for the calculations can only

accept closed-shell molecules, the linewidth for NO applies to the core-excited state
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whereas the predicted linewidths for N2 and NH3 refer to core ions. The increased electron

density in the vicinity of the core hole in the core-excited state would be expected to

decrease the lifetime and increase the linewidth. Therefore electronegativity-based

comparisons between core-excited and core-ionized linewidths are probably not valid. N2

and NH3 do exhibit a decrease in linewidth with electronegativity in agreement with the

predictions of the one-center model.

The silicon 2p linewidths of McColl and Larkins [7] (Table 2) also show sensitivity

to the electronegativity of the chemical environment in agreement with the findings of

Coville and Thomas. However, only in the fluorine-containing series, SiF,i(CH3)4_,, and

SiFH4_, is the increase in linewidth with decreasing electronegativity of the ligands

significant.

Another comparison between the prediction of the multicenter vs. the one-center

approximation can be made by examining Hartmann's CH4, CF4, CC14 series and McColl

and Larkins's SiH4, SiF4, SiCl4 series. For Hartmann, the linewidths increase in the order

CH4 < CF4 < CC14; for McColl and Larkins the order is SiCl4 = SiH4 > SiF4. Neither trend

correlates with the electronegativity of the ligands.

Larkins et al. [35] have also calculated the phosphorous 2p linewidths for PC13, PH3,

and PF3. The values of 50, 45, and 29 meV, respectively, show a similar trend to the

analagous silicon series.

Clearly, to predict trends in linewidths of molecules, something other than the

electronegativity of the ligand needs to be taken into account. McColl and Larkins found

that within the SiC1,1-14_,i series, increasing substitution of hydrogen by chlorine lead to a
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slight increase in the valence electron density at the silicon center which they attribute to

the greater polarizability of the chlorine.

Larkins has also calculated the sulfur 2p linewidths of H2S, CS2, OCS, and SO2;

only the H2S value of 86 meV [34] has been published. The calculated values will be

discussed in Chapter 5 along with the experimental linewidths obtained from S 2p photo-

absorption spectra.

2.2.2 Calculations of Core-Hole Linewidths in Levels Higher than 2p

Because of the low kinetic energies involved, calculations of Auger transition rates

for higher levels are very sensitive to electron correlation [36]. This is illustrated by the

fact that the Xe 4d linewidth without electron correlation is 82 meV [37], but with

multiconfigurational effects included is 143 meV (4d312) and 160 meV (4d512) [38]. Also,

for the higher levels, the range of Auger energies is a large fraction of the average energy,

and ignoring the variation of the Auger intensity with energy is only appropriate for lower

levels. Consequently, the calculation of molecular Auger rates for greater than 2p core

holes is not amenable to the use of simpler models applied to molecules containing first-

or second-row atoms [39].

2.3 Experimental Measurements

There are currently three experimental techniques that yield spectra from which

lifetimes can be obtained. The most common is a direct measurement of the linewidth of
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a peak in a high resolution spectrum. A variety of experiments involving photoelectron

spectroscopy [40-47], electron energy-loss spectroscopy [48-53], photoabsorption

spectroscopy [54-60], Auger spectroscopy [61], and x-ray emission spectroscopy [62, 63]

have provided lifetimes of core holes in small molecules from measured linewidths.

The other two methods rely on phenomena that only exist under certain conditions.

Lifetime-vibrational interference occurs when the lifetime of the core hole in a molecule

is similar to the vibrational period, leading to interference effects in the de-excitation

spectrum. If the vibrational parameters are known, analysis of the spectrum yields the

lifetime. Post-collision interaction (PCI), which occurs when an emitted Auger electron

overtakes the photoelectron, depends upon the lifetime of the core hole. Zero-kinetic-

energy (ZKE) electron spectroscopy detects photoelectrons at threshold where PCI is

greatest.

Experimental determinations of linewidths are collected in Tables 3-5. Theoretical

values, if available for the atom or molecule under consideration, are included for

comparison with experiment. Table 3 contains the linewidths for ls holes, Table 4 contains

those for 2p holes, and Table 5 contains linewidths for atoms and molecules that have core

holes in levels higher than 2p.

2.3.1 Linewidths of High Resolution Spectra

Ideally, a peak in a high resolution spectrum is broadened only by the lifetime of the

core hole and the experimental resolution. The experimental resolution is usually assumed

to be gaussian in shape and the resulting peak shape, a voigt function, is a convolution of
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Table 3. Theoretical and experimental linewidths for is holes, meV

Element Compound Theory Experiment Reference

Theory Experiment

Carbon C 56 [5]
(1s) 53 [8]

CO2 66 70 ± 20 [6] [63]
120 [56]
148 [49]

CO 73 85 [6] [53]
95 ± 5 [99]
90 ± 15 [100]
80 [75]

CH4 96 94 ± 6 [6] [49]
96 107 ± 10 [34] [41]
75 120 ± 10 [8] [98]

C2H4 95 110 ± 10 [6] [54]
89 120 [8] [56]

Nitrogen N 88 [5]
(1 s) N2 120 123 ± 10 [6] [51]

132 ± 8 [55]
140 ± 20 [99]

NO 138 143 ± 12 [6] [50]
135 [56]
130 [58]

Oxygen 0 131 [5]
(1s) 02 169 180 [6] [77]

180 ± 20 [79]

Neon Ne 240 270 ± 20 [5] [40]
(1s)
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Table 4. Theoretical and experimental linewidths for 2p holes, meV

Element Compound Theory Experiment Reference

Theory Experiment

Silicon Si 12 [27]
(2p) 14 [28]

SiF4 14 35 [7] [45]
SiFICH3 17 90
SiH4 32 33
SiCl2H2 32 270
SiCl4 32 119
SiH2(CH3)2 34 185
SiH(CH3)3 35 196
SiCl(CH3)3 35 180
Si(CH1)4 37 200

Sulfur S 54 [27]
(2p) 54 [28]

SF6 35 ± 8 [60]
H2S 86 51 ± 7 [34] [60]

70± 10 [101]

Chlorine Cl 88 [27]
(2p) 85 [28]

HC1 118 80 ± 7 [34] [52]
(2p 2)/2) 120 ± 20 [61]

Argon Ar 130 120 [27] [62]
(2p) 127 121 ± 6 [28] [48]

116 ± 3 [51]
120 ± 10 [57]
140 ± 10 [98]
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Table 5. Theoretical and experimental core-hole linewidths for levels higher than 2p.

Element Compound Theory Experiment Reference

Theory Experiment

Bromine HBr 95 ± 5 [52]
(3d) Br2 75 ± 5 [52]

Krypton Kr 83 ± 4 [48]
(3d512) 88 ± 6 [57]

80 ± 10 [57]

Iodine HI 245 [47]
(4d) CH2I2 340

CH3I 320
I2 269
Mr 236
IC1 219

Xenon Xe 82 115 ± 6 [37] [48]
(4d) 152 118 ± 4 [38] [42]

102 ± 5 [57]
70 ± 10 [57]
77 ± 20 [43]
132 [47]
205 [44]

XeF2 241
XeF4 280
XeF6 280

310
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the gaussian and the lorentzian functions. The lorentzian linewidth can be extracted by

deconvoluting the peak with a voigt formula, typically by using an analytical expression

[64] and a least-squares fitting routine. The experimental resolution can be determined by

deconvoluting a peak of known lorentzian linewidth, measuring the gaussian width of a

peak with a very small lorentzian width, or estimating the resolution based on knowledge

of the spectrometer and the excitation source.

In reality, peaks often have vibrational structure that is unresolved or resolved only

poorly, appearing as shoulders on a broad hump. Linewidths can still be determined,

although with less certainty. Also, the experimental resolution should be similar to, or

preferably, less than the lorentzian linewidth to get a good determination.

2.3.1.1 Photoelectron Spectra

Linewidths have been determined from photoelectron spectra principally by two

research groups the University of Uppsala group, notably U. Gelius and S. Svensson,

and the G.M. Bancroft group of the University of Western Ontario.

One of the earliest measurements of a core-level linewidth in a sufficiently high

resolution experiment was performed in 1974 by Gelius et al. [40] on neon 1 s. The

excitation source was Al Ka x-rays which had been monochromatized from an inherent

width of 0.85 eV to a width of 0.20 eV, similar to the theoretically determined widths for

1 s holes of first row atoms (60 240 meV [5]). They reported the Ne 1 s linewidth as

230 ± 20 meV, but a couple of years later reported that the width had been miscalculated

and should be corrected to 270 ± 20 meV [40].
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The first XPS spectrum where the vibrational structure was resolved enough to

accurately determine a linewidth was also obtained by the Uppsala group [41]. The core-

ionized ls linewidth of methane was reported as 107 ± 10 meV.

Recently, in collaboration with a Finnish research group, the linewidths of 114 ± 4

and 121 ± 4 meV were obtained for the Xe 4d512 and Xe 4d312 core hole states, respectively,

using synchrotron radiation [42].

The Bancroft research group has obtained linewidths from photoelectron spectra

using synchrotron radiation as the energy source. In an early study of the Xe 4d linewidths,

they obtained values of 54 ± 20 and 100 ± 20 for the Xe 4d512 and Xe 4d112, respectively

[43]. The 4d5,2 value disagrees with the experiment mentioned above and with numbers

available at the time from electron energy-loss data [48]. In a more recent XPS study of

Xe, XeF2, XeF4, and XeF6, the Xe 4d width is reported as 205 meV [44], quite a bit larger

than their own previously reported value. It appears that this value is a fitted peak width,

not a lorentzian width from a deconvoluted voigt function. Moreover, the reported widths

for the molecules, XeF2, XeF4, and XeF6 of 241, 280, and 310 meV, respectively, may also

include unresolved vibrational peaks. However, based on the observed increase in peak

width with increasing electronegativity of the ligands, the authors suggest that this may be

a case where the predictions of the one-center model are incorrect.

Similar gas phase experimental studies of the effect of ligand electronegativity on

molecular linewidths were performed by the Bancroft group on a series of silicon-

containing [46] and a series of iodine-containing [47, 48] compounds. For the Si 2p

spectra, vibrational peaks were resolved or estimated, and the observed linewidths of the

peaks reported, but no attempt was made to obtain the inherent linewidth. The observed
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peak widths increase with increasing alkyl substitution on the central Si atom which the

authors postulate could be a chemical effect on the lifetime or unresolved vibrational

structure. McColl and Larkins [7] deconvoluted the peaks into gaussian and lorentzian

components; the linewidths are reported in Table 4.

As part of the iodine-containing molecule study, Cutler, Bancroft, and Tan [47]

obtained more Xe 4d spectra in order to further characterize their experimental resolution.

They measured several Xe 4d spectra at different experimental resolutions, determined the

percent gaussian and percent lorentzian character of each peak, and extrapolated to zero

percent gaussian character to obtain an average Xe 4d linewidth of 132 meV.

The I 4d peaks of the molecules, ICI, IBr, I2, HI, CH3I, CH2I2, and CF3I, were all

100% lorentzian in character and therefore the reported inherent linewidths are equal to the

peak widths. The values are reported in Table 5. However, the spin-orbit peaks have

poorly resolved ligand field splitting and vibrational structure, so therefore the linewidths

are probably not accurate. Nevertheless, the researchers conclude that the linewidth

decreases with increasing electronegativity, in support of the predictions of the one-center

model.

2.3.1.2 Electron Energy-Loss Spectra

The primary research group to determine linewidths from high resolution electron

energy-loss spectra is the Manchester group, headed by F.H. Read and G.C. King, of

Manchester University in England [48-53]. Especially prolific in the late 1970's and early

80's, the quality of their spectra set the standard which is still difficult to match today, even
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with the best synchrotron radiation sources. Although the C.E. Brion research group of the

University of British Columbia was doing electron energy-loss spectroscopy during the

same time period, their spectra were usually not of high enough resolution to extract

linewidths, and when they could determine linewidths, they were not as precise as those

obtained by the Manchester group [65].

Since core-excitations are observed in electron energy-loss spectroscopy, the

Manchester group was able to measure the linewidths of transitions to more than one

excited state from the same initial core hole for several of the molecules and atoms studied.

Table 6 contains all of the linewidths reported for Ar, Xe, N2, CO, HC1, and Br2. The

linewidths in Tables 3-5 for these atoms and molecules, except CO, are for the transition

to the first core-excited state observable in the spectrum. For CO, the transition to the more

intense, symmetry-allowed 'II state is reported. The linewidth reported for N2 in Table 3,

123 meV [51], comes from a more recent study by the Manchester group, but only the first

core-excited state was measured, so the earlier value is included Table 6 for comparison

with the linewidths of higher excited states. Also contained in Tables 3-5 are the

linewidths for Kr, CH4, NO, and HBr for which the transition to the first excited state was

the only linewidth measured and for CO2 for which the linewidth applies to the transition

to the 3s and 3p Rydberg orbitals.

A glance at Table 6 reveals that the linewidths increase as the energy of the final

orbital for the core-excited electron increases. This is counter to the predictions of the one-

center model which suggests that core-ionized species, due to the reduced electron density,

should have a longer lifetime and a smaller linewidth than the core-excited species. As the

core-excitation approaches threshold, the linewidth should decrease and reach a minimum
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Table 6. Experimental linewidths for different transitions originating from the same core
hole as reported by the Manchester group.

Molecule or Atom Transition Linewidth (meV) Reference

Ar 2p3,2 - 4s 121 ±6 48
2p3,2 - 3d 126± 11
2p3,2 - 4d 142 ± 14

2P112 - 3d 132 ± 10
2p1,2 - 4d 132 ± 10

Xe 4d512 - 6P 111 ±4 48
4d512 7P 128 ± 9

442 - 6p 119 ±8
4d312 7P 133 ± 15

N2 ls 2p7c 128 ± 6 50
ls -. 3s 200 ± 40
ls - 3p 200 ± 40

CO (carbon) ls 2prc 311 88 ± 10 53
is 2pTc 85 ± 3
ls3s 87 ± 4
ls - 3p 102 ± 2
Is--3d 122 ± 6

HC1 2p3,2 - 4s 79 ±7 52
2p3,2 - 4p 81 ± 5

Br2 3d5,2 - 4p 75 ± 5 52
3d5,2 5p 95 ± 10
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at threshold. However, except for carbon monoxide, as the measured linewidths increase,

the uncertainty also increases, so the observed increase in linewidths might not be

significant. For CO, it has been suggested [66] that the peaks assigned to the I s - 3p and

ls - 3d transitions also include contributions from other transitions to Rydberg orbitals

which could lead to broadening of the peaks.

2.3.1.3 Photoabsorption Spectra

Photoabsorption spectroscopy in the VUV/ soft x-ray region requires a synchrotron

photon source. The research groups that have obtained linewidths from photoabsorption

spectra include the C.T. Chen group from AT & T Bell Laboratories [54-56] and D.A.

Shirley and colleagues from Berkeley and Berlin [57-60].

The Chen group has determined N ls linewidths in N2 and NO and C ls in C2H4 and

CO2. Table 3 reports the linewidths for the transitions to valence orbitals except for CO2,

where the valence peak has too much unresolved vibrational structure to accurately

determine a linewidth. For the other three molecules, it is possible to compare the

linewidths of one or two Rydberg peaks with the linewidth for the valence peaks. At 132

meV for the ls - valence transition vs. 136 meV for the ls - Rydberg in N2, 135 meV vs.

133 meV for NO, and 110 meV vs. 120 meV for C2H4, the differences are not significant.

The CO2 linewidth was reported as 120 meV, leading the researchers to conclude that the

C 1 s and N 1 s core-hole linewidths are 120 and 135 meV, with little dependence on the

local bonding environment [56].
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In one study, Shirley and co-workers reported linewidths for Kr 3d5,2 - 5p and Xe

4d5,2 - 6p photoabsorptions as 88 ± 6 meV and 102 ± 5 meV [57], respectively, in good

agreement with the electron energy-loss numbers of King et al [48]. See Table 5.

The only reliable ls linewidth from a photoabsorption spectrum obtained by the

Shirley group is for N is - Tc* of NO, reported as 130 meV [58]. An earlier study of the

linewidths of core-excitations of several gases yielded values which were all greater than

the values from electron energy-loss measurements, leading the authors to conclude that

their monochromator function contains non-gaussian components [67]. In the later NO

experiment, the spectrum was fit using a pseudo-gaussian linewidth in the voigt analysis.

Detailed studies of high resolution near-edge spectra of SF6 and H2S included an

analysis of the S 2p linewidth. For SF6, an average of three transitions representing

2p3,2 - Rydberg states yielded a linewidth of 28 meV [59]. However, the estimate of the

instrumental resolution was later revised, but the researchers reported only a recalculated

linewidth of the narrowest Rydberg peak 35 ± 8 meV [60]. The narrowest linewidth for

H2S was 51 ± 7 meV [60]. This difference in linewidths supports the one-center model; the

increased electronegativity of the fluorines will withdraw electron density from the central

sulfur atom, resulting in a reduced rate of Auger decay and reduced linewidth relative to

H2S.

2.3.1.4 Auger Spectra

Direct measurement of linewidths from Auger spectra is not a commonly employed

technique. An early study determined the LMM linewidth in argon to be 100 ± 20 meV
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[68]. This number is not included in Table 4 because there are more recent and more

precise measurements of the Ar 2p linewidth. More recently, University of Uppsala

researchers determined the linewidth of HC1 from a vibrationally resolved Auger peak as

120 ± 20 meV [61].

2.3.1.5 X-ray Emission Spectra

A research group at the University of Uppsala, headed by J. Nordgren, has

determined linewidths from x-ray emission spectroscopy of core-ionized species for Ne ls,

Ar 2p, and C is in CO2. The values for Ar 2p, 120 meV [62], and CO2, 70 meV [63], are

included in Table 4 and Table 3, respectively. The value for Ne ls, 270 ± 100 meV [69],

is too imprecise to be included in the linewidth table.

2.3.2 Lifetime-Vibrational Interference

Line shapes in the de-excitation spectra of core-excited or core-ionized molecules

are influenced by vibrational effects in both the core hole and final states. The vibrational

structure of a spectrum can typically be described by the Franck-Condon factors for the

excitation to the intermediate state and subsequent de-excitation to the final state. The

vibrational effects are especially pronounced if there are large changes in equilibrium bond

length in the initial, excited, and final states. However, if the vibrational spacing of the

core hole state is similar in magnitude to the linewidth, the vibrational levels will overlap,

leading to interference effects in the de-excitation spectrum, which can significantly alter

peak shapes and positions.
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The formula given by lifetime-vibrational interference theory [70-72] to describe

the intensity of an emission spectrum as a function of electron kinetic energy is

AE)=E E (fin) (n I o)
f

which when expanded gives

E- (En- Ef),

2

EE ((fIn))2((nio))2
f n [E- (En- Ef)]2+

n) (n I 0) VI m) (m I 0){[E- (En-EAV- (Em-Ef
4)i+1EE 2f mon {

[E- (En- Ef)][E- (Ens- E )] + 2 + (En- En,)2 r2
4 4

In these equations o represents the initial state of the neutral molecule, m and n are

vibrational levels in the intermediate core-hole state, and f represents vibrational levels of

the final state. E is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron, Em, En, and Et are energies

of vibrational sublevels in the intermediate and final states, and P is the linewidth of the

core-hole state. The terms (f 1n), etc., represent vibrational overlap integrals between the

indicated states.

If I' is small compared to the vibrational spacing, En Em, then the vibrational levels

do not overlap, and the expression reduces to the first summation, called the direct term.

The resulting decay spectrum is the convolution of Franck-Condon factors for the

excitation with those for the de-excitation. If, on the other hand, the de-excitation is very

fast compared to any vibrational motion, the resulting spectrum is independent of the
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vibrational structure of the intermediate, and the equation reduces to the Franck-Condon

factors for the transition from the initial to the final states. The resulting spectrum is

similar to that for the ionization of the initial molecule to the final ion with the peaks

broadened by the lifetime of the intermediate [73].

There are two conditions that cause the second summation in the expression, the

interference term, to be significant: the excited state linewidth must be comparable to the

spacing between its vibrational levels, and there must be a change in the equilibrium bond

lengths in the excitation and de-excitation steps so that there is a significant population of

more than one vibrational level in the excited and final states [72, 73]. The possibility of

lifetime-vibrational interference has been studied in the experimental spectra from the

Auger decay of CO* by Correia et al. [72]; the x-ray emission of C0+* by Flores-Riveros

et al. [74]; the autoionization of C*0 by Neeb et al. [75]; the autoionization of N*0 and

NO* by Carroll et al. [73] and Carroll and Thomas [76], respectively; the autoionization

of core-excited 02 by Carroll and Thomas [77, 78] and by Neeb et al. [79]; the x-ray

emission of core-ionized 02+ by Glans et al. [80]; the autoionization of N2 by Rubennson

et al. [81]; the x-ray emission and Auger decay of H2O by Cesar et al. [82]; and the Auger

spectrum of H2S by Cesar et al. [83].

The lifetime-vibrational interference equation as written is based on the assumption

that the excitation energy has a large bandwidth and that all vibrational levels in the excited

state can be accessed with equal probability. The excitation by photons with a narrow

spectral distribution relative to the excited-state linewidth limits the number of vibrational

states that are populated in the core-hole state and thus limits the transitions to the final

vibrational states. Accordingly, the interference equation needs to be rewritten so that the
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probability of reaching the various final states depends on the excitation energy and

excitation resolution. Thomas and Carroll [84] and Neeb et al. [75, 79] have calculated de-

excitation spectra assuming narrow excitation widths.

The computation of lifetime-vibrational interference in the de-excitation spectra of

polyatomic molecules, which have more than one vibrational mode, is considerably more

complicated and has been done by Agren and coworkers. [82, 83].

If the counting statistics of the de-excitation spectrum permit, the data can be

compared with theoretical spectra and the fit optimized with the linewidth as an active

variable. An important advantage of lifetime-vibrational interference is that the peak shape

is quite sensitive to the linewidth and the effects are readily observable even in spectra

obtained at not very high resolution. Figure 5 shows the theoretically predicted de-

excitation spectra for core-excited 02 at linewidths of 0.1 eV and 0.2 eV. At a de-excitation

resolution of 0.5 eV, it is clear that changing the linewidth also changes the overall shape

of the spectrum [84].

2.3.2.1 Oxygen De-excitation Spectra

With a linewidth of O*0 expected to be 20.18 eV [77] which is comparable to and

slightly greater than the vibrational spacing of X0.14 eV (value for the equivalent core

species OF [85], corrected for the difference in reduced mass), the vibrational levels can

not be resolved in photoabsorption spectroscopy or electron energy-loss spectroscopy even

with perfect resolution. Therefore the linewidth cannot be obtained by a direct measure-

ment of a high resolution peak. Since there are also large changes in equilibrium bond
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Figure 5. Theoretically predicted de-excitation spectra for core-excited 02 at linewidths
of 0.1 eV and 0.2 eV at an experimental resolution of 0.5 eV. Here the zero of
electron energy represents the kinetic energy of an electron emitted from the
process 02(3E-, v0=0)-00*(1 S-127g3, all, Vi=0)02+(21tg, 21I, Vf=0). Adapted
from Reference 84.
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lengths (obtained from Huber and Herzberg [86]) in the excitation and de-excitation steps,

02 would be expected to have a de-excitation spectrum strongly perturbed by interference

effects. Figure 6a shows the direct, interference, and total curves [77] assuming infinite

resolution for the O*0(311) - 02+(X,21Ig) transition. In Figure 6b, the direct and total curves

broadened by the experimental resolution are displayed with the experimental data obtained

by Carroll and Thomas [77] in an electron-electron coincidence study. It is clear that the

agreement between the experimental spectrum and the direct curve is very poor. Note that

interference is strongly destructive in the region where the direct spectrum has greatest

intensity, at low kinetic energy, and is constructive at high kinetic energy. Consequently,

the peak maximum is shifted to higher kinetic energy, and the overall width of the peak is

significantly reduced. Although the linewidth was not optimized, using a value of 0.18 eV

gives excellent agreement between the experimental spectrum and the total lifetime-

vibrational interference curve.

The shift of the maximum of the 02+(X,211g) peak to higher kinetic energy in the

experimental spectrum can be qualitatively understood by considering the potential energy

curves for the ground, intermediate, and final states as shown in Figure 7. Core-excited 02

is strongly antibonding, and excitation transitions terminate toward the repulsive edge of

the WO potential energy curve. Due to the short lifetime, de-excitation occurs before the

bond length reaches its maximum at the outer edge of the potential energy curve, and

transitions to the lower vibrational levels of the final state are emphasized. This scheme

is corroborated by the data of Neeb et al. [79] who in a synchrotron study obtained de-

excitation spectra at several different photon energies along the photoabsorption peak. In

their spectra, the kinetic energy of the peak maximum increased in exact proportion with
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Figure 6. Theoretical and experimental spectra of Carroll and Thomas for the
O*0(311) - 02+(X,248) transition. From References 77 and 78.
a) Direct, interference, and total curves assuming infinite resolution.
b) The direct (dotted line) and total (solid line) curves broadened by the

experimental resolution with the experimental data.
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Figure 7. Potential curves for ground-state 02 (bottom), core-excited 02 (top), and the X
state of 02+ (middle). The vertical lines indicate approximate de-excitation
regions for the short-lifetime limit (between the solid vertical lines) and the
long lifetime limit (between the leftmost solid line and the dashed vertical line).
Adapted from Reference 78.
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the photon energy, suggesting that the de-excitation transitions occur predominantly to the

lowest vibrational levels in the final state regardless of the vibrational level of the core-

excited state.

Neeb et al. also found the F = 0.18 eV gave the best fit for their spectra with an

accuracy of 0.02 eV reinforcing the original estimate of the linewidth by Carroll and

Thomas [77].

Glans et al. [80] obtained a high resolution x-ray emission spectrum of core-ionized

02. Lifetime-vibrational interference was shown to be important in some of the de-

excitation transitions, and a linewidth of 0.15 eV was assumed. However, they were unable

to extract an experimental linewidth from the 02+(X,21Ig) peak due to a superimposed

satellite background from the decay of shake-up and shake-off states and uncertainties in

the energy scale.

2.3.2.2 Carbon Monoxide De-excitation Spectra

Correia et al. [72] and Flores-Riveros et al. [74] presented a number of computed

spectra to show the effect and importance of interference on line shape using CO as a

model. From their calculations, they concluded that lifetime-vibrational interference

distorted oxygen de-excitation spectra and was responsible for the finer details of carbon

de-excitation spectra. However, it was not possible to be as conclusive with the

experimental spectra they obtained. With an expected vibrational spacing for C*0 of

0.26 eV and for C*+0 of 0.32 eV [72] and a linewidth for the core-excited state of

,0.08 eV [53], no lifetime-vibrational interference is expected. The core-excited and
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core-ionized vibrational spacings for the oxygen atom are 0.18 eV and 0.32 eV,

respectively. In their theoretically predicted spectrum for the oxygen Auger decay a

linewidth of 0.2 eV was assumed. The agreement of the theoretical Auger spectrum with

the experimental data is not very good. The effect of lifetime-vibrational interference is

predicted to be greater on the autoionization spectrum due to the greater change of

equilibrium bond length in the excitation step, but their statistics were too poor to allow an

analysis of the experimental data. The x-ray emission spectra of Flores-Riveros et al. [74]

showed good agreement with calculated spectra, but no comparisons were made with

calculated spectra that neglected interference, so it is not possible to state whether

interference is important in the experimental data.

Carroll and Thomas [87] computed some line shapes for CO autoionization for

comparison with theoretical spectra given by Correia et al. [72] and found substantial

disagreement due to a calculation error made by the latter. Both groups found small effects

from interference on the carbon autoionization spectra although the interference curves

were very different in detail. For oxygen autoionization spectra, the disagreement between

their calculations was quite apparent. Presumably, the CO oxygen Auger spectrum of

Correia et al. was also in error and would perhaps show better agreement with the

experimental data if corrected.

More recently, Neeb et al. [75] observed lifetime-vibrational interference effects in

a high resolution study of the de-excitation of core-excited carbon in CO even though such

effects are expected to be small. Using synchrotron radiation, the v, = 0 and v, = 1 core-

excited states were selectively excited. Interference was found to be important for decay

from the v, = 1 level but not from the v, = 0 level. Figure 8 shows that the overlap of a
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Energy

Figure 8. Effect of overlap of two vibrational peaks of different heights. The tail of the
large lorentzian peak in the presence of the small lorentzian peak leads to
noticeable interference effects. The tail of the small peak in the presence of the
large peak leads to negligible interference effects.
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relatively small lorentzian peak on a large one is negligible, but the overlap of a large peak

on a small one is significant, leading to observed interference effects. The spectrum due

to broadband excitation would not be expected to show interference effects since the main

contribution to the de-excitation spectrum is the decay of vi = 0. Although the changes due

to interference are apparent in the theoretically predicted spectrum of Neeb et al. [75] for

the vi = 1 decay, it is not clear whether the full interference curve actually fits the

experimental data better than the pure Franck-Condon curve.

Neeb et al. used a linewidth of 0.08 eV in the computation of their theoretically

predicted spectra, presumably obtained by optimizing the fit of the photoabsorption

spectrum. This value is reported in Table 3.

2.3.2.3 Nitric Oxide De-excitation Spectra

De-excitation spectra of core-excited NO are complicated by the existence of three

electronic states, 2E+, 2, and 26,, that are populated in the excitation to the it2

configuration, but selection rules for Auger decay allow transitions to the E + ground state

of NO only from the 2E+ and 246, excited states. The 2Tc electrons are strongly localized

on the nitrogen atom leading to mostly spectator decay of NO* and therefore low counting

rates in the decay to the X state of NO [76]. Moreover, the energy ordering of the

electronic states calculated to be 2E 2A 2s-,L + [88] appears only valid for NO*. Assuming

an order of 2A 2E-, 2v12, + gives a better match to the experimental decay spectrum arising

from nitrogen excitation [76] (see Figure 9). Apparently the coupling of the 27E2
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Figure 9. De-excitation spectra of core-excited NO for NO final-state energies from 6
to 21 eV. Upper curve, oxygen; lower curve, nitrogen. In the 6-15 eV region,
the dashed line is the calculated line shape with no interference and the solid
line is the calculated line shape with interference. In the 15-21 eV region, the
dashed line is calculated assuming 2A, 2E-, 2E+ level ordering in the core-
excited state, and the dotted line assuming 2E-, 20, 2E+. From Reference 76.
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configuration with the nitrogen core-hole spin is large enough to raise the 2E- level above

the 20.

In the first experimentally observed manifestation of lifetime-vibrational inter-

ference, Carroll et al. [73] found excellent agreement between the experimental and

theoretical line shapes for the decay of N *O to NO (X, 1E+) when interference effects were

included. Figure lOa shows the direct curve while Figure 10b shows the full interference

curve superimposed on the experimental data. In the analysis, vibrational constants for NO,

NO+, and equivalent-core 02 were taken from Huber and Herzberg [86]; and the linewidth

(145 meV), relative energies, and relative populations of the 2E+ and 2A states were taken

from the electron energy-loss data of Tronc et al. [50].

In a later electron-electron coincidence study of NO de-excitation, Carroll and

Thomas [76] observed a very weak broad intensity corresponding to decay from NO* to the

X state of NO+. The spectrum is shown in Figure 9. Although the experimental data seem

better matched by the line shape calculated with interference than without, the low counting

rate of the data makes it difficult to be conclusive. Also, it is impossible to obtain a

linewidth from the data.

The most recent NO de-excitation experiments performed by Carroll et al. [89] are

part of the present research project and will be discussed in subsequent chapters.

2.3.2.4 De-excitation Spectra of Other Molecules

Rubensson et al. [81], in a high-resolution synchrotron study, measured auto-

ionization spectra from vibrationally-selected core-excited states of N2. With a vibrational
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Figure 10. The agreement between the experimental and theoretical line shapes for the
decay of N *O to NO (X, 1E'). From Reference 73.
a) The theoretical curve, in which interference is neglected, superimposed on

the experimental data.
b) The full interference curve superimposed on the experimental data.
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spacing greater than the linewidth by a factor of two, no interference is expected. And

unlike C *O, where the v, = 0 peak height was eight times greater than the v, = 1 peak height

and lead to observable interference effects in the de-excitation from the latter state (Figure

8), successive vibrational peaks in N*N differ by no more than a factor of three from the

previous one. The de-excitation spectra were fit with curves calculated with the full

interference equation, and the agreement was excellent, but the authors concluded that the

inclusion of interference had little effect, and the excitation-emission process is well-

described by the two-step Franck-Condon model.

Cesar et al. [82] computed the theoretical Auger and x-ray emission spectra of H2O

and compared them with the experimental spectra of Siegbahn et al. [30] (Auger) and

Rubensson et al. [90] (x-ray emission). They concluded that the real test of the predicted

vibrational spectra needs better resolved experimental bands. But the predicted effects of

interference on peaks shapes and positions are so small, that even with very high resolution

experimental spectra, it is doubtful that changes due to interference would be discernable.

In a study of the Auger spectrum of H2S by Cesar et al. [83], lifetime-vibrational

interference was found to be insignificant. It was suggested that interference would in

general not be noticeable in L-shell spectra as the ratio between linewidth and vibrational

frequency is smaller than for molecules containing first row elements.

2.3.3 Post-Collision Interaction

In photoelectron and Auger spectroscopy, post-collision interaction (PCI) is ob-

served if a slow-moving photoelectron is overtaken by a fast-moving Auger electron. PCI
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effects become less pronounced as the distance between the remaining ion and the

interacting electrons increases [91]. This distance is influenced by the lifetime of the core

ion; shorter lifetimes lead to greater PCI effects. At a photoelectron energy greater than or

equal to the Auger electron energy, post-collision interaction disappears completely, as the

Auger electron is unable to overtake the photoelectron.

In an Auger spectrum, the influence of PCI can be seen as a broadening and marked

asymmetry of the peaks with tails extending to higher energy. Also, the peak position shifts

to higher kinetic energy relative to the nominal Auger electron energy. As the Auger

electron overtakes the photoelectron, the photoelectron field screens the Auger electron

from the receding cation and the Auger energy increases. Conversely, the photoelectron

energy decreases and the effect in a photoelectron spectrum can be observed as a shift and

broadening of the peaks toward lower energy.

The effect of PCI becomes more important as the excitation energy above threshold

approaches zero as this is where the difference in kinetic energy between the slow photo-

electron and the fast Auger electron is maximized. A method for obtaining spectra near

threshold is zero-kinetic-energy (ZKE) electron spectroscopy which measures the yield of

zero-kinetic-energy electrons as a function of the photon energy. A ZKE spectrum is quite

sensitive to the lifetime of the core ion, as shown in Figure 11 a, with the peak of the

electron yield curve shifted and broadened toward higher photon energy as the lifetime

decreases (I' increases). The shift toward higher photon energy occurs because at threshold

the photoelectron can barely escape, but the subsequent formation of the doubly-charged

cation from the Auger decay prevents the photoelectron from escaping. Thus a photon
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Figure 11. The effect of lifetime and photon resolution on ZKE spectra.
a) ZKE spectra for different linewidths, P.
b) ZKE spectra of F = 120 meV dispersed with a gaussian experimental

resolution function of width 196 meV and undispersed.
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energy slightly greater than threshold is required to cause emission of the zero-energy

photoelectron.

A distinct advantage of ZKE spectroscopy is that the effect of the lifetime is so large

that an experimental resolution greater than the lorentzian linewidth has only a minor

influence on the shape of the yield curve. Figure 1 lb shows the effect of dispersing a

typical gaussian experimental resolution function of FWHM equal to 196 meV on a

calculated electron yield curve of equal to 120 meV [92], and it is apparent that the

change is small. Unlike extracting a linewidth from a peak in a high resolution spectrum,

lifetime information can be obtained from a ZKE yield curve even when the instrumental

contribution to the width is not smaller than the lorentzian linewidth.

Linewidth information can be obtained from a peak in a photoelectron, Auger, or

ZKE spectrum by fitting it to a PCI line shape function convoluted with a gaussian function

with a least-squares fitting routine and optimizing F. Several theoretical models to predict

PCI peaks have been proposed. One of the first analytic expressions to calculate a PCI line

shape in a spectrum arising from an inner-shell ionization event was derived by A. Niehaus

[93]. Appropriate at low excess energy, the Niehaus function fails to predict a lorentzian

line shape in the absence of PCI, and thus an improved model was presented by Helenelund

et al. [91]. The Niehaus theory was extended by Russek and Mehlhorn [94] to include the

time needed for the Auger electron to overtake the photoelectron. Further improvements

to this model were made by van der Straten et al. [95]. Other PCI functions that are used

to obtain lorentzian linewidths have been developed by Kuchiev and Sheinerman [96] and

Armen et al. [97].
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Experimental determinations of linewidths from spectra showing PCI effects have

been published by the D.A. Shirley research group, specifically Heimann et al. [57, 98] and

Medhurst et al. [99], using ZKE spectroscopy and fitting the peaks with the Niehaus

function [93] convoluted with the gaussian experimental resolution. Other research groups,

Randall et al. [100] and Svensson et al. [101], obtained linewidths from photoelectron

spectra distorted by PCI effects. In all the experiments, synchrotron radiation was used as

the excitation source.

Heimann et al. [57] determined the linewidths of Ar 2p, Kr 3d, and Xe 4d peaks in

ZKE spectra to be 120 ± 10 meV, 80 ± 10 meV, and 70 ± 10 meV, respectively.

Photoabsorption peaks of the Kr 342 - 5p and Xe 4d512 - 6p transitions, observable in their

spectra because of the tendency of core-excited Kr and Xe to shake off Rydberg electrons,

were analyzed by a voigt analysis and shown to have linewidths of 88 ± 6 meV and 102 ± 5

meV, respectively. The researchers suggest that the apparent longer lifetime of the Xe 4d

hole at threshold can possibly be attributed to errors in the Niehaus function [93].

Specifically, at threshold, the interaction between a slow photoelectron and a reasonably

slow Auger electron (-30 eV [102]) cannot be approximated simply by a change in the

photoelectron potential from lir to 2/r, where r is the distance between the photoelectron

and the cation. The linewidths are reported in Tables 3 and 4.

In a later study, Heimann et al. [98] measured the 2p1/2 linewidth of argon and the

ls linewidth of carbon in methane. The Ar 2p linewidth was 140 ± 10 meV, larger than the

previous value, and the C is linewidth of methane was 120 ± 10 meV. During the same

measurement period, ZKE spectra were also collected for CO and N2. The 1 s linewidths
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of carbon in CO and nitrogen in N2 were determined by Medhurst et al. [99] and found to

be 95 ± 5 meV for CO and 140 ± 20 meV for N2.

There are two problems with fitting with the Niehaus function [93] that makes

linewidths derived from it suspect. The neglect of the time needed for the Auger electron

to overtake the photoelectron leads to a broader distribution than would be obtained with

better theory and thus the linewidth is too small. The discrepancy seen in the Xe results

[57] is an illustrative, although somewhat extreme, example of this problem. On the other

hand, to adequately describe the PCI line shape, the Niehaus function needs to be

convoluted with a lorentzian function with a width equal to the lifetime width, which was

not done in the Shirley group data analysis. The Niehaus function alone gives a narrower

distribution than one that has been convoluted with the lorentzian function and the

linewidth has to increase in order to fit the data. For most of the Shirley group results, it

appears that the second effect dominates, leading to linewidths that are too large. This will

be discussed further in the next section.

The CO carbon 1 s linewidth has also been reported by Randall et al. [100] who

obtained photoelectron spectra in the 13.5 16.5 eV and 5.0 8.0 eV ranges above the C

ls threshold. The PCI line shape of Kuchiev and Sheinerman [96] was used in the fits. The

researchers declare that the reported linewidth of 90 ± 15 meV is "preliminary," due to the

sensitivity of the linewidth in the calculations to the average energy assumed for the Auger

electrons.

In a study of sulfur 2p in H25 photoelectron and Auger spectra obtained at about 15

eV above threshold, Svensson et al. [101] fit the S 2p1,2 photoelectron peak to the PCI

function of Armen et al. [97] and obtained a linewidth of 70 ± 10 meV.
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The analysis of the ZKE 2p threshold spectra of H2S, CS2, OCS, SO2, and Ar

obtained by Thomas et al. [92] will be discussed in Chapter 5 along with the photo-

absorption spectra from the present study of the same molecules.

2.4 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Determinations of Linewidths

In comparing the experimental with the theoretical linewidths reported in Tables

3-5, it is useful not only to look for agreement in the values, but also to see if the same

trends that are observed in the theoretical predictions are present in the experimental

numbers, and if the trends support or refute the one-center model. In addition, although

roughly estimated or very imprecise experimental linewidths are not included in Tables

3-5, the experimental values should be examined carefully to identify if any particular

experimental method or research group is more likely to produce reliable results.

The majority of the theoretical linewidths are for core ions whereas the

experimental linewidths are for a mixture of core-excited species and core ions. The results

from the reported photoelectron, Auger, ZKE, and x-ray emission spectroscopy experiments

all yielded information on core-ionized atoms or molecules. The linewidths from electron

energy-loss and photoabsorption spectroscopy as well as the autoionizing transitions

observed in the lifetime-vibrational interference spectra are for core-excited species. The

prediction of the one-center approximation suggests that lifetimes should increase for core-

ionized molecules relative to core-excited ones as there are fewer electrons available to

participate in de-excitation processes in the ionized molecules [6]. Because the

CNDO/INDO program used in the calculation of the linewidths does not handle an open
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shell in a core-hole state, it was not possible to theoretically predict lifetimes of a given

molecule in both the core-excited and the core-ionized states, so it is not known whether

the differing electron density will have a significant effect on the calculated linewidth.

From the linewidths of those atoms and molecules where data are available for both types

of core-hole states, it might be possible to determine what the trend in linewidths is, if any,

for core-ionized vs. core-excited states.

2.4.1 is Core Holes

2.4.1.1 Neon

Prior to the publishing of theoretical ls linewidths for several small molecules by

Coville and Thomas [6], the only good agreement between experiment and theory for first

row atoms was seen for Ne lsa system for which the calculations and the measurements

have both been done for a core-ionized free atom. Even though the agreement is not

perfect, it does indicate that the atomic radial matrix elements of Walters and Bhalla [5],

used in the calculation of the molecular Auger transitions rates, are sufficiently accurate.

2.4.1.2 Nitrogen

Domke et al. [67], during the characterization of a high-resolution monochromator

at BESSY synchrotron facility in Berlin, noticed similar resolution in their N2 photo-

absorption spectrum with one published by Chen et al. [55]. Domke et al. fixed the

linewidth at 128 meV [50] from electron energy-loss measurements and extracted a
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linewidth describing the monochromator resolution of 74 meV. The resolution reported

by Chen et al., working at the NSLS Brookhaven Dragon beamline, was 40 meV which was

estimated from the geometry of the monochromator. Given the similarity of the appearance

of the two spectra, Domke et al. questioned the reliability of the 40-meV value. In a voigt

deconvolution, a gaussian width that is too small will cause the lorentzian width to

increase. Thus the value of 132 meV reported by Chen et al. for the N2 linewidth is

probably too large.

The same conclusion about the Chen et al. N2 linewidth was also reached by

Rubensson et al. [81] in their study of the de-excitation of the molecule from vibrationally-

selected core-excited states. In the analysis of the photoabsorption spectrum, they found

that the 132-meV value gave an experimental resolution that was much better than

determined from the monochromator parameters. Since they were uncertain as to a precise

value to use for the experimental resolution, they did not determine an N2 linewidth, but

suggested that it is closer to 120 meV.

The other two N2 linewidths contained in Table 3, 123 ± 10 meV [51] and 140 ± 20

meV [99], were obtained from electron energy-loss and ZKE spectroscopy, respectively.

Both agree with each other within experimental error and agree with the theoretical value

of 120 meV [6]. However, the ZKE spectrum was fit with the Niehaus function [93] which

yields linewidths that are, in this case, too large. Moreover, this spectrum was obtained as

part of a series of experimental measurements that also yielded an Ar 2p linewidth of

140 ± 20 meV [98]. This is larger than the generally accepted value of 0.12 eV [48, 51,

62] (see Table 4), and therefore the N2 linewidth is probably also too large.
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For NO, both the calculation and available experimental numbers refer to de-

excitation of the neutral core-excited species. The electron energy-loss measurement of

NO, 143 meV [50], and the photoabsorption measurement, 130 meV [58], both agree

reasonably well with the theoretical linewidth of 138 meV [6]. The linewidth of 135 meV

[56], obtained by the C.T. Chen group using the same beamline as in their N2 experiment,

also agrees quite well with the theoretical value. The reported resolution at the N K edge

was 40 60 meV, but no mention was made of the value used in the voigt analysis of the

peaks, so it is not certain whether the experimental number of the C.T. Chen group is

reliable.

The NO linewidths seem larger than the N2 linewidths in contrast with the one-

center model predictions, especially if the comparison is limited to the Manchester group

data 143 meV [50] vs. 123 meV [51], but due to the experimental uncertainties and to

questions about the C.T. Chen group and ZKE numbers, no firm conclusions can be made.

The measurement of the NO linewidth by Carroll et al. [89] using lifetime-

vibational interference will be discussed in subsequent chapters.

2.4.1.3 Oxygen

For 02, the linewidth is calculated for the de-excitation of core-ionized singlet

oxygen. The experimental 02 linewidths, both obtained from lifetime-vibrational

interference analysis of de-excitation spectra, show very good agreement with each other

and with the theoretical value.
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2.4.1.4 Carbon

More than any other set in Tables 3-5, the C ls linewidths of carbon-containing

molecules have been studied by the most varied of techniques and research groups. It is

useful to begin the comparisons with methane, as Hartmann's [8] multicenter calculations

predict a substantially different linewidth than the one-center calculations of Coville and

Thomas [6] and Larkins [34], and two of the experimental values can be considered

reliable. The third is probably too big as it is from the ZKE experiment that produced an

Ar 2p linewidth that is too large [98, 99], thus it will not be considered further. Both of the

other experimental numbers, 94 ± 6 meV [49] from the electron energy-loss measurements

of the Manchester group, and 107 ± 10 meV [41] from photoelectron spectroscopy

experiments by Asplund et al. at the University of Uppsala, show much better agreement

with the one-center model, 96 meV, than with the multicenter model, 75 meV.

The values of the two experimental linewidths are close to each other considering

the experimental uncertainty, but the core-ionized linewidth is larger than the core-excited

linewidth. This is commented upon by Asplund et al. [41] who mention that although the

decreased lifetime for the core-ionized state is counter to electron-density arguments, the

trend can be qualitatively understood as due to the contraction of the valence electron

orbitals as the excited electron is moved further out. The overlap between the valence-

electron wavefunction and the C ls wavefunction increases causing the Auger transition

rate, and thus the linewidth, to increase. The same argument can be used to explain the

increase in linewidth for CO as the C I s electron is excited to successively higher Rydberg

states [53] (see Table 6) as observed by the Manchester group.
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For ethylene, the agreement with the experimental and theoretical linewidths is

good, but both of the reported experimental results come from the C.T. Chen research

group [54, 56]. As with the N is linewidths, it is not clear what the instrumental resolution

was, and the linewidths are probably too large.

Of the CO linewidths, 95 ± 5 meV [99] is from the aforementioned ZKE experiment

and can be eliminated from consideration. The other three values show good agreement

with each other, but are a bit larger than the theoretically predicted value of 73 meV [6].

Two of the linewidths, 85 meV [53] and 80 meV [75], come from electron energy-loss and

photoabsorption measurements, respectively. The other, 90 ± 15 meV [100], was obtained

from a PCI analysis of a near-threshold photoelectron spectrum, and thus applies to the

core-ion, but because of the magnitude of the uncertainty, it is not possible to conclude if

there is a difference between the core-excited and core-ionized linewidth.

The disparity among the carbon dioxide linewidths is quite noticeable. Only one

value, 70 ± 20 meV [63], obtained from x-ray emission spectroscopy of the core ion by

Nordgren et al., agrees with the predicted value of 66 meV [6]. The other two values

disagree by a factor of two with the theoretical value and apply to the lifetime of a state in

which the core electron has been excited to a Rydberg orbital. The largest, 148 meV [49],

was obtained by the Manchester group in an electron energy-loss experiment while the

other, 120 meV [56], was obtained by the C.T. Chen group from photoabsorption

spectroscopy. Comparison of the spectra from the two groups shows vibrational structure

in the 3s and 3p Rydberg peaks of the photoabsorption spectrum which can only be seen

with careful scrutiny in the electron energy-loss spectrum, so 148 meV is clearly too large.

The C.T. Chen group number suffers from the same experimental resolution questions as
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their other reported linewidths, but the instrumental linewidth would have to be severely

underestimated to explain the large disagreement. Given that the discrepancy between their

linewidths for N2 and C2H4 and the theoretically predicted values was not too bad, this

seems unlikely. However, the vibrational structure in the Rydberg peaks was not well

resolved and it is quite possible that there are still more vibrational peaks that are unseen.

However, the possibility that the core-excited linewidth for CO2 is greater than the core-

ionized linewidth cannot be discounted.

If comparisons are limited to results obtained by the same research group, it is

apparent that the linewidths for CH4 are greater than those for CO. For example, the

Manchester group obtained 94 meV for methane and 85 meV for CO. The Shirley group

numbers, 120 meV for methane and 95 meV for CO, although too large because of fitting

with the Niehaus function [93], support the one center prediction of decreasing linewidth

with increasing electronegativity of the ligands. Whether the trend extends to CO2 cannot

be stated unequivocally because of the large experimental uncertainty of the Nordgren et

al. [63] x-ray emission number and the possible unreliability of the C.T. Chen group result.

2.4.2 2p Core Holes

2.4.2.1 Argon

The most reliable linewidth for argon is 120 meV [62] from the x-ray emission

spectrum of Nordgren et al. In the spectrum, there were peaks with widths of 40 meV

indicating that the resolution was at least that good. The electron energy-loss values of 121

meV [48] and 116 meV [48] show excellent agreement with this linewidth. For the free
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atom case of argon, the lifetime does not seem significantly affected by the presence of the

extra electron in the core-excited relative to the core-ionized state. The other two numbers

reported in Table 4 are from the ZKE spectra obtained by the Shirley group [57, 98] and

fit with the Niehaus function [93]. Although one number, 120 ± 10 meV [57], agrees with

the x-ray emission and electron energy-loss results, this is accidental and probably

attributable to assigning a gaussian linewidth to the experimental resolution that was too

large.

The experimental linewidth for argon is a little less than the theoretically predicted

values of 130 meV [27] and 127 meV [28]. Although an instrumental linewidth that is too

high would give an apparent lorentzian linewidth less than the actual linewidth, two

different research groups using different methods have found the same result. So it seems

likely that, for argon, the theory predicts a linewidth greater than the actual value.

2.4.2.2 Chlorine

The only molecule for which chlorine 2p linewidth data are available is HC1. The

two numbers, 80 ± 7 meV [52] from electron energy-loss spectroscopy and 120 ± 20 meV

[61] from Auger spectroscopy, do not agree very well with each other, but the latter agrees

with the theoretical value of 118 meV [34].
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2.4.2.3 Silicon

The Bancroft group measured the photoelectron spectra of a series of silicon-

containing compounds [45]. The linewidths were obtained by McColl and Larkins [7] who

deconvoluted the peaks into gaussian and lorentzian components and compared the

lorentzian linewidths with their calculated values. The results are presented in Table 4 in

order of increasing theoretically predicted linewidth. Since the experimentally deduced

linewidths are very different from the calculated values and show no clear chemical effect,

it can be concluded that the discrepancy results from an inadequate resolution of the

vibrational structure in the experimental spectra. For SiH4, individual vibrational peaks

were fully resolved and thus good correspondence between theory and experiment is seen.

2.4.2.4 Sulfur

The linewidths for H2S, 51 ± 7 meV [60] and 70 ± 10 meV [101], are somewhat

different from each other, but show better agreement than the two linewidths of HC1. The

core-ionized linewidth, obtained by a fit of the PCI function of Armen et al. [97] to the

photoelectron spectrum, seems greater than the core-excited linewidth obtained from a

photoabsorption spectrum, but because of the experimental uncertainties, this might not be

a real effect. Both linewidths are less than the theoretically predicted value of 86 meV [34]

calculated by Larkins, further indicating that the methods for calculating Auger transition

rates for second row atoms and molecules containing them may need some refinement.

The photoabsorption linewidths for H2S and SF6 (35 ± 8 meV [60]) were both

obtained by Hudson et al. [59, 60] in similar experiments using the same experimental
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facilities. The linewidth is smaller for SF6 than for H2S, supporting the one-center

prediction that linewidth decreases with increasing electronegativity of the ligands.

2.4.3 Core Holes for Levels Higher than 2p

Similar to the study of the silicon-containing molecules, the spectra for the iodine-

containing and xenon-containing molecules obtained by the Bancroft group [44, 47] show

peaks with poorly resolved structure. Since the reported widths contain contributions from

unresolved vibrations and ligand-field splitting, any trends observable in their results

cannot be correlated with molecular lifetimes.

Of the linewidths reported for xenon atom, only two can be considered reliable.

One, 115 ± 6 meV [48], applies to the average of the 4d512 and 4d312 transitions to the 6p

Rydberg orbital, and was measured by the Manchester group. The other, 118 ± 4 meV [42],

is the average of the 4d512 and 4d3,2 core-ion linewidths obtained by Ausmees et al. by high-

resolution photoelectron spectroscopy. The two values show excellent agreement with each

other and indicate, again for a free atom, that the core-ionized and core-excited linewidths

are not significantly different. Neither linewidth compares favorably with the theoretical

value of 82 meV [37] where electron correlation has been neglected or with 153 meV [38]

where multiconfigurational effects are included.

The next two experimental linewidths listed in Table 5 for xenon are from the ZKE

spectrum of Heimann et al. [57]. The 70 meV value is derived from the fit of the threshold

peak with the Niehaus function [93] and, as has been stated previously, is clearly wrong.

The 102 meV value was obtained by deconvoluting a voigt function for a shake-off
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Rydberg peak and is low, lending further support to the suggestion made for their argon

linewidth that the experimental resolution was better than reported.

The other two linewidths listed for xenon were reported by the Bancroft group [43,

47]. The values show poor agreement with each other and with the electron energy-loss

and high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy results.

The bromine linewidths, 95 ± 5 meV [52] and 75 ± 5 meV [52] for HBr and Br2,

respectively, were obtained by the Manchester group. The smaller linewidth for Br2

supports the one-center model.

The krypton linewidth of 83 ± 4 meV [48] was also obtained by the Manchester

group. The other reported linewidths came from the same study of Ar and Xe performed

by Heimann et al., so even though the agreement with the electron energy-loss number is

reasonably good, these values cannot be considered reliable.

2.5 Research Projects

2.5.1 Sulfur 2p Linewidths of H2S, CS2, OCS, and SO2 from Photoabsorption
Spectroscopy

From the hodge-podge of linewidths in Tables 3-5, the only firm conclusion that

can be made is that the molecular composition does affect the lifetime of a core-hole,

increasing the linewidth relative to that predicted for the free atom, in agreement with

theory [6-8, 34]. It is more difficult to be conclusive about the one-center model vs. the

multicenter model. Evidence of the validity of the one-center approximation can be seen

in some pairs of molecules provided the comparison is made among results obtained by the
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same research group. Specifically, the Manchester group [49-53] observed the following

ordering of linewidths: CH4 > CO and HBr > Br2; and the Shirley group [60, 98, 99]

observed CH4> CO and H2S > SF6, all supporting the one-center prediction of decreasing

linewidth with increasing electronegativity. However, the Manchester group observed

N2 < NO in contrast with the one-center prediction. The C.T. Chen group [54-56] observed

no effect due to molecular environment at all. The relatively large experimental

uncertainties, the small differences in linewidths for different molecules with the same core

hole, and a large variation in reported linewidths for a given molecule all argue against a

chemical effect. Also, a difference between only two molecules with the same core

vacancy cannot definitively be called a "trend." Attempts at finding chemical effects within

series of compounds by the Bancroft group [44, 45, 47] were inconclusive, as most of their

spectra contained unresolved peaks. Clearly, the evidence for the existence of chemical

effects, and the true test of the one-center model, has to come from the linewidths obtained

from sufficiently high-resolution spectra of a series of molecules measured by one research

group under the same or very similar experimental conditions.

It was originally proposed to measure the carbon 1 s lifetimes in several carbon

compounds as many theoretically predicted values are available (see Table 1) and chemical

effects on linewidths would be expected to be significant. However, at the time, the

Laboratoire pour l'Utilisation du Rayonnement Electromagnetique (LURE) synchrotron

facility in France, where the experiments were to be performed, had no beam intensity at

high resolution near the carbon edge. Therefore, the investigation focused on measuring

the photoabsorption spectra of sulfur 2p in H2S, CS2, OCS, and SO2 and deconvoluting the

best-resolved peaks to obtain linewidths. In addition, the argon 2p spectrum was measured
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in order to determine the experimental resolution, represented by the gaussian width of the

voigt peak shape.

2.5.2 Lifetime-Vibrational Interference in NO De-excitation Spectroscopy

The NO de-excitation spectra shown in Figures 9 and 10 of Carroll and Thomas

[76] and Carroll et al. [73] were obtained with broad resolution (2.4 eV) in the excitation

channel. Although high resolution is not required to observe interference effects, the NO

core-excited state is complicated by the 2ic2 open-shell configuration, resulting in three

terms, 2E -, 20, and 2E+, two of which (20 and 2E+) can decay to the X state of NO+. The

spacing between each electronic state was expected to be about 0.3 eV for nitrogen

excitation [50] and about 1 eV for oxygen excitation [88]. Better resolution in the

excitation channel would allow for the observation of the decay spectrum arising from the

selective excitation of each term of the core-excited state. Also, greater intensity of the

excitation source would improve the counting statistics of the de-excitation spectra,

especially in the peak corresponding to the X state of NO (see Figure 9), and allow the

determination of the linewidths. At LURE, the de-excitation electron spectra of core-

excited NO were measured at several excitation energies in the N is - 2rc and 0 is - 2Tc

resonances, and the linewidths were obtained by using lifetime-vibrational interference.

2.5.3 Sulfur 2p Ionization Energies of II2S, CS2, OCS, and SO2

In the analysis of high resolution S 2p photoemission spectra [92, 103], accurate S

2p ionization energies are needed to calibrate the energy scale. Therefore the S 2p1/2 and
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S 2p3,2 ionization energies of H2S, CS2, OCS, and SO2, along with the Ar 2p ionization

energies, were measured from photoelectron spectra obtained at Oregon State University.



3. Experimental Apparatus and Methods

3.1 Introduction

71

The experimental setup to measure the photoabsorption spectra near the sulfur L23

edge of H2S, OCS, SO2, and CS2 and the argon L23 edge consisted of a time-of-flight

detection system modified to measure total ion yield as a function of photon energy. The

spectrometer was mounted behind the plane grating monochromator of the SA31 beamline

at the SuperACO (Super Anneau de Stockage d'Orsay) synchrotron located at LURE

(Laboratoire pour l'Utilisation du Rayonnement Electromagnetique) in Orsay, France.

The NO excitation ion yield spectra and de-excitation electron spectra were

measured in a VSW 50-mm hemispherical analyzer. The spectrometer was attached to the

SU7 undulator beamline of SuperACO equipped with a toroidal grating monochromator.

The x-ray photoelectron spectra of H2S, OCS, SO2, CS2, and Ar were measured

using the Oregon State University cylindrical mirror electrostatic analyzer. Core ionization

was achieved with magnesium K a x-rays.

3.2 Synchrotron Radiation Experiments

3.2.1 Synchrotron Radiation [104, 105]

Synchrotron radiation is the term used to describe the electromagnetic radiation

emitted by electrons or positrons moving at relativistic velocities along a curved trajectory.

The emitted radiation covers a wide range of photon energies at high intensity. Of
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particular interest are the ultraviolet/soft x-ray region, for which few other sources exist,

and the hard x-ray range for which synchrotron radiation is the best source.

The word "synchrotron" is used interchangeably for two types of accelerators. In

one, charged particles are accelerated in a large circular orbit to relativistic speeds and then

used for elementary particle physics experiments [106]. The synchrotron at Fermi lab in

Batavia, Illinois is an example of this type of accelerator where the radiation emitted by the

high energy protons is regarded as a nuisance and a safety hazard. In the second type, a

storage ring, electrons or positrons are accelerated and then circulate at constant velocity

in a closed orbit for several hours. Storage rings have been designed and built to optimize

the production of synchrotron radiation.

When an electron (or any charged particle) is accelerated at non-relativistic speeds,

it emits radiation perpendicular to the direction of acceleration in the pattern shown in

Figure 12a. As the speed approaches the velocity of light, the pattern is shifted as shown

in Figure 12b. The emitted light is characterized not only by its high intensity and broad

spectral range, as noted above, but also by its small spread in the vertical direction and its

high degree of polarization in the horizontal plane. Electrons or positrons are preferentially

used in storage rings instead of protons because the power emitted as electromagnetic

radiation decreases with the fourth power of the rest mass.

Figure 13 is a schematic diagram of a synchrotron radiation facility. The major

components, the storage ring and the beamlines, are shown in Figure 13a. A storage ring

is typically 10 50 m in diameter, and is not a circle as depicted, but rather a polygon

formed by several straight sections joined by bending magnets. Figure 13b is an expanded

view of a portion of the storage ring and a beamline.
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Figure 12. Patterns of radiation emitted when an electron is accelerated.
a) Non-relativistic speed.
b) Speed approaching the velocity of light.
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Figure 13. Schematic diagram of a synchrotron radiation facility.
a) Storage ring, beamlines (L), radiofrequency cavity (RF), and injection

system (IS).
b) Expanded view of a portion of the storage ring and a beamline.
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The principal components of a storage ring are

1. The vacuum chamber, in which the electrons circulate along a closed trajectory
under ultrahigh vacuum, at typical pressures of 10-10 10- '' Torr.

2. The injection system, which generates electrons, accelerates them, and injects them
into the vacuum chamber.

3. The radiofrequency cavity system, which restores the energy to the electrons that
they lose because of the emission of synchrotron radiation.

4. The dipole bending magnets, which bend the trajectory of the electrons, forcing
them to circulate in a closed orbit and causing them to emit synchrotron radiation.

5. Other magnets to keep the electrons in the same orbit.

6. The insertion devices, which modify the trajectory of the electrons in straight
sections of the storage ring, resulting in emission of synchrotron radiation with
superior characteristics to that obtained from bending magnets.

The principal components of a beamline are

1. The monochromator, which selects the desired photon energy.

2. The vacuum system to keep the pressures in the beamline compatible with the
storage ring and to prevent the absorption of the synchrotron radiation prior to
reaching the experiment.

3. The mirrors which focus and refocus the radiation along the beamline.

4. The experimental chamber and its data acquisition system.

In the operation of a storage ring, the electrons are first accelerated to a specific high

energy (on the order of a GeV) by the injection system and deposited in the ring. The

injection system can consist of another synchrotron (called a booster), a microtron, a linear

accelerator (LINAC), or a combination of a LINAC and a booster. The electrons are

deposited in the storage ring in one or more bunches. The electrons emit radiation when

their trajectories are changed by a bending magnet or an insertion device. As they emit

radiation, energy is lost which is replenished by the radiofrequency cavity. Since the
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electrons are in bunches, the radiation is pulsed and has a time structure. The electron

beam current defines the total number of electrons circulating in the ring. Typical values

are 10 500 mA. The current slowly decreases due to collisions with residual particles in

the vacuum, but the beam lifetime, the time during which the beam current decreases to lie

of its original value, ranges from a few hours up to a day.

The SuperACO storage ring at LURE circulates positrons at 800 MeV that have

been accelerated and injected by a LINAC. The storage ring can be operated in two modes,

two bunch or twenty-four bunch, with typical beam currents of 200 mA for two bunch

mode and 400 mA for twenty-four bunch mode. The spectral range of the synchrotron

radiation ranges from about 10 103 eV.

The spectral range of synchrotron radiation is determined by the energy of the

electron beam and the physical parameters of the dipole bending magnets and of the

insertion devices. For a bending magnet, the spectral distribution function is characterized

by a slow increase in photon flux with increasing photon energy terminated by a cutoff. The

lower curve in Figure 14 shows the spectral distribution for a bending magnet at SuperACO.

Half of the entire irradiated power, i.e. the photon flux multiplied by the photon energy hv,

is emitted below the critical photon energy, hvc, and half is emitted above. Although the

spectral emission extends beyond hve, it provides an estimate of how far in photon energy

a synchrotron radiation source will emit. The critical photon energy is given by

hv 3hcy3
C 47t p
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Figure 14. Comparison of the spectral distribution of radiation from a bending magnet and
the SU7 undulator at SuperACO.
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where c is the speed of light, y is the ratio between the energy of each circulating electron

and the electron rest energy (E/m0c2), and p is the radius of curvature of the electron

trajectory in the bending magnet: p = E/ecB, where B is the magnetic field strength and e

is the electron charge, 1.602 x 10 -19 coulomb. In practical units, the previous equation

becomes

hvc(eV) '=-- (2.2 x 103) E3(GeV)/p(m) = (6.7 x 103) B(T) E2(GeV)

The relationship between the critical photon energy and the electron beam energy shows

why storage rings specializing in the production of hard x-rays (> 103 eV) usually have

higher electron energies (> 3.5 GeV) than those producing radiation in the ultraviolet/soft

x-ray range.

Synchrotron radiation is also emitted at insertion devices, called wigglers and

undulators, which are located in straight sections of the storage ring. Wigglers and

undulators are periodic magnetic arrays in which the magnetic field varies sinusoidally in

the vertical direction [105a]. Electron motion is also sinusoidal and lies in the horizontal

plane. The periodic bending of the trajectory causes the electron to emit synchrotron

radiation. A schematic of a wiggler or undulator is shown in Figure 15.

For a wiggler, the magnetic field is strong and/or the number of periods of the

magnet array is small. The emitted spectrum is similar to that of a bending magnet,

multiplied by two times the number of periods of the magnetic array.

For an undulator, the magnetic field is weaker and therefore the deflection of the

electron trajectory is less. This allows the cones of emission from the peaks of the

sinusoidal trajectory to overlap (see Figure 16), leading to interference effects. The
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Figure 15. Schematic of a wiggler or undulator.

Figure 16. Depiction of the emission from an undulator or wiggler. If am < y, interference
will occur and the insertion device is an undulator. If am >> y, the device is a
wiggler.
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radiation is very bright but concentrated in a narrow band around a fundamental frequency

and its harmonics. A comparison of the spectral distributions of a bending magnet, a

wiggler, and an undulator is given in Figure 17.

An important parameter to determine if an insertion device acts as a wiggler or as

an undulator is the K parameter,

K = eB0A.0/2Tcmoc

where Bo is the amplitude of the magnetic field and ) is the period of the array of magnets.

If K is between 0.5 and 4, the device is an undulator. If K is greater than 15, the device is

a wiggler [107]. As the angle of acceptance of undulator radiation increases, line

broadening occurs, and smoothes the spectral distribution, although the brightness remains

greater than that of a wiggler.

The SA31 beamline of SuperACO receives synchrotron radiation from a bending

magnet. However, in the SU7 beamline, the radiation is emitted by an undulator. The

spectral distribution of both devices is shown in Figure 14. The value of K for the

undulator is 6, which is outside the range of 1.5 4, and thus it is sometimes called a

pseudowiggler [107]. The spectral distribution function is not peaked, but rather is

continuous, and the brightness is 10 times greater than that of a SuperACO bending

magnet.
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Figure 17. Comparison of the spectral distributions of a bending magnet, a wiggler, and
an undulator.
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3.2.2 Beam line Monochromators [104]

Located in the beamline is a monochromator which selects the desired photon

energy within a certain range from the broad spectrum of the synchrotron radiation.

Monochromators consist of a dispersive element and an image transfer system of slits and

mirrors [108]. For ultraviolet/soft x-ray beamlines, the dispersive element is a reflection

diffraction grating.

Most materials strongly absorb ultraviolet and x-ray radiation, so optical

components of beamlines usually work by reflection rather than by transmission.

Moreover, at high energy, reflectivity of materials decreases as the grazing angle

(7t /2 angle of incidence) increases. At photon energies less than 30 eV, normal incidence

(grazing angle 30°) optics can be used; but at greater than 30 eV, grazing incidence optics

are required. The principal difference between normal incidence and grazing incidence

optics is that the latter requires larger reflecting areas of extremely high optical quality.

The geometric shape of the surface of a mirror in a beamline can be either planar,

spherical, or curved aspherical (typically toroidal, parabolic, or cylindrical). Plane mirrors

deflect the beam, spherical mirrors focus the beam and can also be used for deflection,

aspherical mirrors function like spherical mirrors but focus without spherical aberrations.

Diffraction gratings have the same geometric shapes as mirrors. A curved diffraction

grating both monochromatizes and focuses the beam, thus limiting losses in intensity due

to reflection.

A schematic diagram of the SU7 beamline is shown in Figure 18. The toroidal

mirror M1 focuses the radiation emitted by the undulator onto the entrance slit Sl. The
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monochromator, a toroidal grating monochromator (TOM), is equipped with three

interchangeable gratings to provide light in the 150 800 eV range [107]. The grating

focuses the monochromatized light to the exit slit S2. The toroidal mirror M2 deflects and

focuses the beam into the experimental chamber.

A schematic diagram of the SA31 beamline is shown in Figure 19. It was designed

by P. Thiry and B. Lagarde of LURE and installed on SuperACO in 1991. Synchrotron

radiation from a bending magnet is focused and deflected onto the entrance slit by a

toroidal mirror and a plane mirror. Three interchangeable plane gratings coupled with two

plane mirrors can select a photon energy in the 10 290 eV range [109]. A toroidal mirror

focuses the light onto the exit slit. An additional toroidal mirror focuses and deflects the

light into the experimental chamber.

3.2.3 Analyzers and Detectors

The analyzer and detector are the instruments in the spectrometer that together

determine the energy of and detect electrons and ions emitted during photoabsorption or

photoemission experiments. Two analyzer/detector combinations were used during the

synchrotron experiments. For the NO work, a hemispherical analyzer and a channel

multiplier collected electrons and ions. For the sulfur 2p experiments, ion yield was

measured using a modified time-of-flight spectrometer and channel plates.

Figure 20 shows a schematic of an electron lens, hemispherical analyzer, and

detector assembly. The voltage difference between the two hemispheres of the analyzer is
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Figure 20. Schematic of an electron lens, hemispherical analyzer, and detector assembly.
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related to the pass energy, the energy of an electron that will travel in a circular path at the

mean radius of the analyzer, by the following relationship [110]

eV12 = Ep(R2/R, + R1/R2)

where V12 is the voltage difference between the two hemispheres, Ep is the pass energy, and

R1 and R2 are the radii of the inner and outer hemispheres, respectively.

The electron lens serves to transport the electrons from the reaction region to the

analyzer as well as to decrease their energy to the pass energy. As the pass energy

decreases, the resolution increases, but the required greater retardation of the electrons

causes a decrease in intensity. However, except at low electron energies, the decrease in

intensity is not as great as the increase in resolution, so it is advantageous to retard the

emitted electrons before they reach the analyzer [15].

After traveling through the analyzer, the electron reaches the detector, a channel

multiplier, and creates a cascade of secondary electrons as shown in Figure 21 [111]. A

channel multiplier can detect electrons, ions, or photons.

A schematic of the time-of-flight analyzer, built by M. Simon [112], is shown in

Figure 22. The monochromatized synchrotron radiation crosses an effusive jet of gas at a

right angle. A strong continuous electric field extracts the emitted electrons (photo-

electrons, Auger electrons, etc.) and resulting ions from the interaction region. The

electrons are immediately detected with a channel plate detector which provides a start

signal. The ions are swept into a second acceleration region, pass through a drift tube, and

are detected by channel plates which provide a stop signal. The arrival times of successive
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Figure 22. Schematic of the time-of-flight analyzer built by M. Simon [112]. The dashed
line shows the connection to use the device as an ion collector. Gas streams in
at a right angle to the light (X).
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ions are stored in successive timing channels so that multiple stops are possible for each

start.

If the electron signal is not counted, and the arrival times of successive ions are not

distinguished, then the apparatus simply acts as an ion collector. For photoabsorption

spectroscopy, the photon energy is scanned and total ion yield is measured as a function of

photon energy.

Channel plates consist of a bundle of straight channel multiplier tubes. They are

used in pairs in a chevron configuration to reduce contributions from counting low energy

ions.

3.2.4 Experimental Procedure

3.2.4.1 S 2p Photoabsorption Spectroscopy

Photons were obtained from bending magnet number 3 of SuperACO and were

dispersed in a 9.5 m plane grating monochromator (1800 lines mm -1). Slit settings were

50 pm for the entrance and 100 pm for the exit.

Argon, hydrogen sulfide, carbonyl sulfide, carbon disulfide, and sulfur dioxide

gases were introduced into the sample chamber through an adjustable needle mounted

perpendicular to the photon beam. Pressure was kept in the 10-5 10-6 ton range. In order

to maintain a pressure in the 10-9 ton range in the post-focusing mirror and 10-10 torn in the

monochromator, a movable Formvar window of less than 10 pm thickness was inserted

between the experimental chamber and the mirror chamber. The transmission of this

window is 65% at 250 eV [109].
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For the sulfur compounds, the total ion yield as a function of photon energy was

measured in the photon energy range of approximately 160 175 eV. For argon, the

photon energy was scanned in the region from 240 250 eV.

Calibration of the photon energy scale was made by assigning the argon 43,2 - 4s

transition to 244.4 eV, obtained from the electron energy-loss data of King, Tronc, Read,

and Bradford [48].

All spectra were analyzed on a Macintosh lid computer with the Wave Metrics Igor

software package. Peaks were fit to voigt functions using a subroutine written in the Igor

environment.

3.2.4.2 NO De-excitation Spectroscopy

Photons were obtained from the SU7 undulator of SuperACO and were dispersed

in a 10 m toroidal grating monochromator (1800 lines mm'). Slit settings were 200 pm

for both entrance and exit.

Nitric oxide gas was introduced into the sample chamber through a needle mounted

on a manipulator perpendicular to the photon beam. The needle position could be adjusted

for the best signal and signal-to-noise ratio.

The spectra of de-excitation electrons were measured in a VSW 50 mm

hemispherical analyzer at a pass energy of 90 or 44 eV. Alternatively, this analyzer was

used to detect zero energy ions for measurements of ion yield as a function of photon

energy.
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Calibration of the energy scale for the ion yield data was made by comparing our

measured spectra with the K-edge electron energy-loss data of Tronc, King, and Read [49,

113] for nitrogen and Wight and Brion [88] for oxygen. The peaks were assigned to the

energies for the corresponding peaks as reported by these authors 399.73 eV for nitrogen

and 532.7 eV for oxygen.

Calibration of the energy scale for the de-excitation spectra was obtained by

measuring the de-excitation spectrum of core-excited N2 and assigning the value of 384.16

eV to the transition to the 211 state of N2+. The value was obtained from the difference

between the ground vibrational levels of core-excited N2 (400.86 eV [113]) and the 211 state

of N2+ (6.70 eV [86]). Also, spectra of NO were taken with large slit settings and compared

with NO spectra obtained using the OSU electron spectrometer [76].

Ion yield spectra corresponding to the nitrogen is 2ic transition were obtained by

scanning the photon energy from 398 402 eV. Three different excitation energies were

selected, 399.2, 399.7, and 400.3 eV, and the de-excitation spectra were obtained by

scanning the electron energy from 379 392 eV. The oxygen excitation spectra were

obtained by scanning the photon energy from 528 538 eV. De-excitation spectra were

measured at a variety of excitation energies, but little change was observed from one energy

to another [89]. After every few scans of the electron energy, a quick scan of the photon

absorption spectrum was performed to check for, and subsequently compensate for, drifts

in the peak position.

All spectra were plotted and analyzed on a Macintosh Ilci computer with the Igor

software package.
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3.3 OSU Electron Spectrometer Experiments

3.3.1 The OSU Electron Spectrometer

Similar to a synchrotron experimental apparatus, the principal components of the

OSU electron spectrometer are a photon source, an electron energy analyzer, and a detector.

A cross section view of the spectrometer is shown in Figure 23. Photons are generated by

a hollow anode x-ray tube; the emitted electrons are focussed by a cylindrical mirror

analyzer (CMA) onto a channel multiplier detector.

The x-ray tube was designed and built by K. Bomben [114] and is shown in Figure

24. To generate x-rays, a current of 5 6 amperes is applied to the thoriated tungsten

filament. The electrons that are "boiled off" the filament bombard the magnesium coated

or aluminum anode at high voltage (typically 9.5 kV), causing ionization of a is electron.

A 2p electron falls into the is hole emitting radiation referred to as a K a x-ray. Since

x-ray production via electron bombardment is an inefficient process, with 99.9% of the

incident energy being dissipated as heat from the anode [115], the anode is hollow and

water cooled. For all the sulfur 2p ionizations, magnesium K a x-rays were used, hv =

1253.53 eV [116].

The CMA consists of two coaxial cylinders. Emitted electrons exit through a slit

at the bottom of the inner cylinder and are deflected by a focusing voltage on the outer

cylinder through a slit at the top of the inner cylinder to the detector. From the geometry

of the analyzer, the focusing voltage can be related to the kinetic energy of the emitted

electron [117].
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Figure 23. Cross section view of the principal components of the OSU electron spectro-
meter. Not drawn to scale.
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Figure 24. Cross section view of the x-ray tube of the OSU electron spectrometer.
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3.3.2 Experimental Procedure [118]

Argon and neon were mixed with sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, carbonyl

sulfide, or carbon disulfide gas in a gas manifold and traveled along a pipeline to a gas cell

located just above the x-ray tube. The pressure of each gas was 20 35 microns as

measured by a capacitance manometer.

Neon is (ionization energy = 870.273 eV [119]) and neon 2s (48.474 eV [120])

spectra were measured simultaneously with the sulfur 2p spectra in order to calibrate the

kinetic energy scale. Argon 2p spectra were also measured simultaneously with the sulfur

2p spectra as a check of the spectrometer operation as well as a determination of the

reproducibility of the measurements.

Typically, six spectra of approximately 1000 counts at the maximum of the 4312

peak were obtained for each compound. At the conclusion of the entire series of

measurements, which extended intermittently over three months, two or three additional

spectra of CS2 and OCS were obtained to check for possible drifts of the peak positions.

These spectra were consistent with those obtained earlier.

All spectra were fit to voigt functions using a non-linear least-squares program on

the Chemistry Department VAX computer written by T.X. Carroll. The ratio of the 43,2

to 2p1/2 peak areas was constrained to a value of 2.0. Peak positions were converted to

ionization energies using a calibration program that includes a relativistic correction of the

kinetic energy of the photoelectron and that corrects for the recoil energy of the ion.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Sulfur 2p Photoabsorption Spectroscopy

In order to calibrate the photon energy scale and determine the experimental

resolution, an argon 2p photoabsorption spectrum was obtained. The full spectrum is

shown in Figure 25 while the peak due to the 2p3,2 - 4s absorption is enlarged in Figure 26.

At the peak maximum, the value of the "lambda units," which describe the monochromator

position and are proportional to the wavelength, was converted to 244.39 eV [48], obtained

from electron energy-loss measurements by the Manchester group. Throughout the

experiment, the same conversion factor was used to convert the x axis of all the 2p spectra

to eV.

A voigt analysis of the argon 2p3,2 - 4s peak, with the lorentzian width fixed at the

generally accepted value of 120 meV [62], the background held constant, and the gaussian

width, peak position, and peak height allowed to vary, yielded a gaussian resolution of

79 ± 6 meV (FWHM). The location of the peak position obtained from the analysis,

244.374 eV, indicates a small error in the calibration of the photon energy scale for argon.

For extrapolating the experimental resolution to the region of the sulfur

absorbances, ,AE was assumed to vary proportionally with E2. This is not entirely accurate,

as the actual function describing the monochromator resolution is considerably more

complicated [121]. However, calculations by T.D. Thomas show that at 170 eV, a typical

sulfur 2p absorption energy, the monochromator function predicts a resolution of 38.0 meV
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whereas assuming that the resolution varies with E2 predicts 38.5 meV. This is not a large

enough difference to affect the lorentzian linewidths for the sulfur 2p peaks.

The fitting procedure for the S 2p spectra was to select groups of peaks and fit them

with voigt functions. The instrumental resolution (gaussian component) was fixed at a

value between 36 and 40 meV, determined from the photon energy as described above.

Within a group of peaks, the lorentzian widths were constrained to a single value, which

was allowed to vary to optimize the fit. For all the fits a weighting factor was used, equal

to 1/6, where y describes the number of counts. Each cluster of peaks was fit several

times with certain parameters such as the fit range and number of peaks being altered. The

best fit was chosen based on its appearance and the value of chi square.

The near-edge sulfur 2p excitation spectra for H2S, CS2, OCS, and SO2 are

presented in Figures 27, 30, 33, and 36, respectively. Expanded views of the spectra with

the fits superimposed on the data are shown in the figures immediately following each full

spectrum. The photon energy range of each fit, the number of peaks that were fit into the

cluster, the gaussian width used in the voigt deconvolution, and the lorentzian width

obtained from the calculation are collected in Table 7.

Some of the difficulties that were encountered while performing the fits can be well

illustrated by considering the cluster of peaks in the H2S spectrum in the energy range of

167.4 168.4 eV. At a first glance, there appear to be six peaks in this cluster (see Figures

27 and 28), but a fit with six peaks is very poor. The next step to consider is that perhaps

there are unresolved peaks within this cluster, particularly in the 167.7 168.0 eV range.

Compounding the problem of the possible existence of unresolved peaks, their number, and

their location is the trouble that the Igor routine had with fitting voigt functions to peaks
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Table 7. Peak widths for the best resolved groups of peaks in the S 2p photoabsorption
spectra of H2S, CS2, OCS, and SO2. Lorentzian widths in boldface indicate that the peaks
in the cluster were well resolved.

Molecule Photon energy Number Gaussian width, Lorentzian width,
range of fit, eV of peaks FWHM, meV FWHM, meV

H2S 167.36 168.50 7 37 117 ± 4

168.37 168.96 4 38 82 ± 2

169.63 170.15 3 38 63 ± 3

169.96 171.57 7 39 146 ± 5

CS2 165.10 167.52 3 37 70 ± 4

167.22 168.02 2 37 79 ± 6

168.00 168.96 7 38 83 ± 3

169.31 170.07 4 38 91 ± 5

OCS 167.18 168.20 3 37 145 ± 6

168.18 168.82 4 38 67 ± 7

168.88 169.40 3 38 77 ± 3

169.70 170.04 2 38 95 ± 10

170.22 170.50 1 39 92 ± 7

SO2 164.37 165.25 6 36 63 ± 2

165.68 166.50 5 36 57 ± 3

171.20 171.76 2 39 64± 1

172.47 173.39 3 40 62 ± 1
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at the edges of the fit region. This was solved by extending the fit region to include

"dummy" peaks in which both the gaussian and lorentzian widths were allowed to vary.

In the end, the best fit for this group put two peaks under the tallest peak to give a total of

seven peaks for the cluster.

In Table 7, the lorentzian width for the group of peaks for each molecule which had

the best resolution is shown in boldface. For H2S, this corresponds to the group of three

peaks centered at -170 eV in Figures 27 and 29. These peaks are well resolved, have no

shoulders, and did not require the inclusion of hidden peaks to get a good fit. Similar

criteria apply to the group of peaks at 166.7 eV in the CS2 spectrum (Figures 30 and 31),

which looks like a beautifully resolved vibrational progression.

For OCS, the best set of peaks occurs at 169 eV in Figure 33. Although the

lorentzian linewidth of the group at 168.4 eV is smaller, the fit assigned three peaks under

the spire. The lone peak at 170.3 eV looks well resolved, but the large lorentzian width

indicates that there may be unresolved peaks present.

Of the four molecules, the counting statistics for the SO2 spectra (Figures 36-38)

are the best. Consequently, well-resolved peaks and very good fits were obtained for the

groups at 164.5 eV and 172.6 eV. Note that the spectrum shown in Figure 37 has a higher

intensity than the one shown in Figure 36 and is not just an enlarged version of the latter.

Spectra comparable to those of the present work have been reported by Hudson et

al. [60] for H2S, Sze et al. for SO2 [122], Krasnoperova et al. for SO2 [123], and

Krasnoperova et al. for CS2 and OCS [124]. In each study, an interpretation of the

spectrum was provided identifying the transition responsible for each observed peak. This

is not a trivial task due to the large number of possible transitions. Because of the
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non-spherical shape of the molecules, the anisotropic molecular field removes the

degeneracy of the 2p312 orbitals and also splits the final-state orbital of the core-excited

electron, leading to the possibility of a myriad of valence-shell, intermediate, and Rydberg

final states that can be accessed by transitions from three non-degenerate sulfur 2p core

levels.

Hudson and coworkers [60] obtained photoabsorption spectra for H2S and D2S in

the 160 240 eV photon energy range. Their H2S spectrum in the 167 172 eV range

shows higher resolution, reported at 30 meV (gaussian FWHM) at hv=171 eV, and better

signal-to-noise ratio than the H2S spectrum shown in Figure 27. The absolute energy scale

was established by comparison to the energy of the 0 - 0 vibrational transition of the N2

I S TC * resonance at 400.88 eV [125]. A sophisticated least-squares analysis was applied

to the data to extract peak energies, intensities, and lorentzian linewidths. Peaks were

identified and the ionization thresholds were determined by an analysis using the Rydberg

formula [126]

Ent = EIE R/(n 15/)2

where EIE is the ionization energy of the electron's initial level, R is the Rydberg constant,

n and / are the principal and orbital-angular-momentum quantum numbers of the Rydberg

orbital, and I31is the quantum defect, the value of which is dependent on 1 and determined

from the analysis.

The peak energies of the Hudson et al. spectrum are consistently 0.153 eV lower

than those of the H2S spectrum of this study. But the value of the 2131,2 ionization energy

obtained by Hudson et al., 171.564 eV [60], is in excellent agreement with the value of
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171.57 eV [118] obtained from the OSU electron spectrometer experiments. This indicates

the presence of errors in the calibration of the energy scale of the present study. However,

errors of this magnitude are not expected to affect the outcome of a voigt analysis of the

peaks.

An observed H2S 2p photoabsorption spectrum is the sum of the spectra due to

transitions from the three 2p core levels, the 2p12 and the split 2p312, denoted the 2p312-4e112

and the 2p3,2-5e112. The three spectra look similar to each other with the 2p1/2 excitation

spectrum offset from the 2p312 spectra by the spin-orbit splitting and the 4312 spectra offset

from each other by the molecular-field splitting [60]. Below 167 eV, the spectrum is a

broad hump attributed to transitions to valence-shell states for which the dominant decay

process is rapid dissociation [127]. In the 167 169.5 eV range, significant differences

seen by Hudson et al. between the H2S and D2S spectra indicate the presence of vibrational

excitations. Although vibrational excitations have been observed for transitions to core-

excited molecular Rydberg states [127], the large isotopic differences seen by the authors

suggest that the excited electron is better described as possessing both Rydberg-orbital and

molecular-orbital character in this energy region and thus the transitions are attributed to

"mixed" or intermediate states. Complicating this region of the spectrum is the presence

of the 2p312-5e112 and 2p312-4e112 transitions to Rydberg series from 168 eV on up. The

spectrum simplifies above the 2p112-4e112 edge at 170.418 eV as all peaks up to the 2p1,2

threshold arise from transitions solely from the 2p112 core level.

With the individual spectra arising from excitation of each of the 2p core levels

provided by Hudson et al. [60], it becomes possible to ascertain what transitions are

contributing to the peaks that have had lorentzian linewidths extracted from them in the
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present study. The cluster of peaks in the fit range 167.36 168.50 eV (see Table 7 and

Figure 28) is attributed to transitions from the 2p312-5e1,2,4e1,2 to the mixed states. There are

nine transitions from each 2p3/2 core level, seven of which are assigned to vibrational

excitations. The two series of peaks are offset from each other by the apparent molecular-

field splitting of 39 meV. In the 168.37 168.96 eV fit range, the two tallest peaks are

dominated by contributions from 2p312-5e1,2,4e1,2 to a 3d Rydberg state. There is a hodge-

podge of transitions from all three 2p core levels contributing to the group of peaks in the

169.63 170.15 eV fit range, but the greatest intensity is contributed by the 41,2 - 3d

transitions. For the high set of peaks in the 169.96 171.57 eV range, the transitions are

solely from 2p1/2 to Rydberg states.

Ideally, the lifetime width should be determined from a peak that is due to only one

transition as this linewidth will not be broadened by the presence of overlapping and

unresolved peaks. The only peaks that could meet this criterion in the H2S spectrum are

those due to the 2p112 - 7d and 2p1/2 - 8d transitions. Hudson et al. [60] report linewidths

of 65 ± 7 and 51 ± 7 meV for these peaks, respectively. Unfortunately, the two peaks are

not resolved in the spectrum of the present study and appear as one peak at 171.4 eV

(Figure 28). But the fact that two adjacent peaks of similar energy and due to similar

transitions can have such different linewidths suggests that the counting statistics of the

Hudson et al. spectrum are not especially good in this region. The best linewidth reported

in Table 7 for H2S is 63 ± 3 meV. This is quite similar to the 65 meV value of Hudson et

al., but in light of the 51 meV value and the possibility of contributions from unresolved

peaks to the present linewidth, 63 meV should be regarded as greater than the true lifetime

width.
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The CS2 spectrum of Krasnoperova et al. [124] was obtained at a resolution of 0.12

eV, considerably lower than this study. The transitions responsible for the peaks in the

observed spectrum were identified by comparison with a previous electron energy-loss

spectrum obtained at even lower resolution (0.4 eV) [129], calculations [130, 131], and

optical spectra [131, 132]. It is not apparent how the photon energy scale was calibrated,

but the peak positions of the best resolved peaks are 0.05 0.08 eV less than those of the

present spectrum.

The broad humps below 166.6 eV in Figure 30 are due to excitations to valence

orbitals. In the 165.10 167.52 eV fit range (see Table 7 and Figure 31), the broad peak

is fit as a "dummy" and the three sharp peaks are assigned to a vibrational progression of

the 43,2 to 4s Rydberg orbital. However, because of the prominent vibrational structure

and proximity in energy to the valence orbitals, Krasnoperova et al. [124] acknowledge that

this final state would probably be better described as a mixed orbital. In the 167.22

168.02 eV fit region, the linewidth reported in Table 7 of 79 ± 6 meV applies only to the

left and right peaks; the middle peak, being broader than the other two, was fit as a

dummy. Krasnoperova et al. attribute the left hand peak to 2p312 - 4-p and the right hand

peak to 2p112 - 4s transitions. In the remaining two fit regions, the peaks are due to

transitions from the 2p312 and 2p1/2 core levels to 3d, 4p, 4d, 5s, and 5p derived Rydberg

orbitals.

A well-resolved peak due to a transition from a 2p 12 orbital would be very likely to

yield the true lifetime width as it could not be broadened by unresolved molecular-field

splitting. The best-resolved peak originating from the 4112 level is the right hand peak of

the 167.22 168.02 eV fit region (Figures 30,31). But the best fit and the narrowest
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lorentzian linewidth for CS2 is obtained from the 2p312 - 4s vibrational series between 166.5

and 167.3 eV. Poorly resolved or unresolved peaks can cause the lorentzian width to be

greater than the true lifetime width, but if a single peak is fit as one voigt function, it is not

possible for the lorentzian linewidth to be less than the lifetime width. The value of 70

meV may be broadened by molecular-field splitting, and similar to the H2S result, should

be regarded as possibly larger than the true linewidth.

As part of the same experiment, Krasnoperova et al. [124] obtained the x-ray

absorption spectrum of OCS. The reported peak positions were about 0.25 eV lower than

those of Figure 33. An interpretation of the peaks was more tentative than for CS2, as the

only previous work available for comparison was an optical spectrum [133].

Similar to H2S and CS2, the broad humps at the low-energy end of the spectrum of

OCS (Figure 33) are attributed to excitations to the valence shell. The cluster of peaks in

the 168.18 168.82 eV fit range (Table 7) are assigned to the 43/2 - 4s transition by

Krasnoperova et al. [124] who saw only one peak in this region. The next prominent group

of peaks (168.18 169.40 eV), again resolved as only one peak by Krasnoperova et al., was

interpreted as due to 2p1/2 - 4s and 2p3/2 - 4p transitions. The next cluster, the 168.88

169.40 eV fit range, arises from 2p3/2 - 3d and 2p312 - 5s transitions. The remaining two

groups of fitted peaks (Figure 35) are attributed to 43/2 - 4d and 2P1/2 - 5s excitations,

respectively.

The well-resolved peak at 170.3 eV (Figure 35), which originates from the 2p1/2

orbital, would seem to be the peak for which the lorentzian linewidth would be equal to the

lifetime width. But as stated above, the large linewidth indicates the likelihood of

unresolved peaks. The best lorentzian linewidth for OCS, 77 meV (Table 7), is for peaks
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that arise from the 2133,2 orbitals, and therefore might be broadened by molecular-field

splitting.

Krasnoperova et al. [123] also published an x-ray absorption spectrum of SO2, but

more recently, Sze et al. [122] obtained an electron energy-loss spectrum of the SO2 S 2p

excitations at higher resolution (55 meV). Recognizing that peak assignments from a

Rydberg analysis are often speculative, especially in the mixed orbital region, multichannel

quantum defect theory [134], which calculates a unique energy-dependent quantum defect

for each particular initial and final state combination, was used to accurately and

quantitatively predict the electronic excitation spectrum.

Similar to the Hudson et al. [60] experiment, Sze et al. [122] calibrated the energy

scale with the N2 is TC* resonance at 400.88 eV [125]. Not surprisingly, the peak

energies of the Sze et al. SO2 absorption spectrum are approximately 0.20 eV less than

those of Figure 36. Considering the uncertainty of 0.04 eV estimated by the authors in the

peak positions, this is comparable to the discrepancy seen in the H2S spectra of 0.153 eV.

Unlike the other sulfur-containing molecules, not all of the 2p to valence-shell

transitions appear as broad humps in the SO2 spectrum. The fit ranges 164.37 165.25 eV

and 165.68 166.50 eV (Figure 37) correspond to vibrational progressions associated with

2133,2 - bl* and 2131/2 - b1* transitions, respectively [135]. The next cluster of fitted peaks

(Figure 38) is due to the 2133,2 to a 4s-derived Rydberg orbital. Lastly, the left-hand peak

of highest fit region, 172.47 173.39 eV, is attributed to a 2131/2 - 4s-derived state, while

the middle and right-hand peaks are assigned as vibrational states of the 2133,2 - 4p

transition.
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In the fitting procedure, all of the peaks in a cluster were constrained to having the

same lorentzian linewidth. So in a group where the peaks originate from both 4112 and

43,2 orbitals, as is the case with the highest-energy set of fitted peaks in the SO2 spectrum,

it is possible that the peaks do not in fact have equal linewidths since the 2p312 peaks may

be broader due to molecular-field splitting. Although the peaks are very well resolved and

the fit was quite good, 62 meV might represent an average for peaks of different lorentzian

widths. The other set of well-resolved peaks in the spectrum at 164.37 165.25 eV

represents overlapping vibrational progressions of three vibrational modes of the 2p312 - bl*

electronic transition [122]. Even though the fit is very good, the linewidth of 63 meV

might contain molecular-field broadening. Therefore the true lifetime width might be better

described by the lorentzian width of the adjacent cluster of peaks, 57 meV. Although not

as well resolved, this group does represent an excitation from the 2p1/2 orbital.

4.2 NO De-excitation Spectroscopy [89]

The excitation spectrum for the NO nitrogen TE resonance is shown in Figure 39.

The smooth curves show a least-squares fit to the data based on the electron energy-loss

measurements of Tronc, King, and Read [50]. For the fit, the experimental resolution was

allowed to vary while the relative intensities for the three electronic levels, the Franck-

Condon factors for the relative intensities of the vibrational states, and the lorentzian

linewidth (143 meV) were fixed at the values reported by Tronc et al. The resolution was

determined to be 0.71 eV.
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Figure 39. Excitation spectrum for the NO nitrogen 7C resonance. Circles: data; solid lines:
fit. Contributions from the 2A, 2E , and 2E+ levels are indicated. From
Reference 89.
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Also shown in Figure 39 are the contributions from the 26,, 2E-, and 2E' levels to

the total intensity. Three photon energies were selected for measurements of de-excitation

spectra, 399.2, 399.7, and 400.3 eV, which correspond to points on the low side, at the

maximum, and on the high side of the ion yield peak. It can be seen from Figure 39 that

the lowest energy populates primarily the 26, state, the intermediate energy populates

primarily the 2E- state, and the highest energy populates the 2E- and 2E+ about equally.

The de-excitation spectra following excitation of an N 1 s electron are shown in

Figure 40. As the excitation energy increases, the structures in the region 380 384 eV

undergo significant changes in relative intensities. The peak corresponding to transitions

to the X state of NO (>388 eV) also shows changes in shape and in intensity relative to the

peaks at lower energy.

In the kinetic energy region that was scanned, each of the excited levels can

17427o, 50.21n3271, 17421.cpotentially decay to states that derive from the 5o2 and 5o

configurations of NO [86, 136]. There are nine such statesthe ground state (X 1E+)

appearing at 387 391 eV, seven clustered in the kinetic energy region between 380 and

384 eV, and one which would appear at kinetic energies below 378 eV, the lower limit of

the scans.

In the 380 384 region, three excited states decaying to seven final states could

potentially lead to twenty-one transitions; however Carroll and Thomas [76] showed that

selection rules and Auger-decay intensity factors eliminated or significantly reduced the

intensity of all but eight of the possible transitions. Qualitatively, the spectrum in this

energy region consists of two peaks, whose positions and relative intensities vary with the

photon energy. As pointed out by Carroll and Thomas [76], the 26, and 2E+ levels should
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Figure 40. Nitrogen de-excitation spectra following excitation of an N I s electron to the
27 level at three energies: 399.2, 399.7, and 400.3 eV. From Reference 89.
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decay preferentially to the singlet states of NO with final-state energies of 17.88, 18.07,

and 18.32 eV. On the other hand, the 2E level will decay preferentially to triplet states at

16.56, 16.87, and 17.59 eV final state energy. Thus, for any given photon energy, the

contributions from 20 and 2E' decay will contribute to the group at lower kinetic energy

and those from 2E- decay will appear primarily in the group at higher kinetic energy. Since

the 2A and 2E+ are populated at 399.2 and 400.3 eV, respectively, the lower kinetic energy

peak is emphasized in the corresponding de-excitation spectra. At 399.7 eV photon energy,

the 2E- level is most heavily populated, and therefore the higher kinetic energy peak has

its greatest strength in the middle spectrum shown in Figure 40.

The peak shapes of the de-excitation spectra are affected by lifetime-vibrational

interference [73], but in the 380 384 eV kinetic energy region, the large number of

electronic transitions makes it impractical to extract a linewidth. However, in the high-

kinetic energy region of the spectra shown in Figure 40, where all the de-excitations are to

the X 'E+ state of NO+, there can be a maximum of only three transitions represented. At

the lowest excitation energy (399.2 eV), the 20 state is primarily populated (see Figure 39).

Moreover, since there are no + - transitions in Auger decay [137], populations of the 2E

level cannot contribute to the X state, and essentially the peak is due to only one electronic

transition (20 - X ' E +). The de-excitation spectrum taken at the intermediate excitation

energy of 399.7 eV (Figure 40) contains intensity at high kinetic energy that is quite weak

and diffuse due to the low populations of the 20 and 2E+ states (Figure 39). The high

excitation energy spectrum, at 400.3 eV, has high kinetic energy structure due primarily to

decay of the 2E+ state, but contains appreciable contributions from 20.
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Since the peak due to the de-excitation to the X state in the low excitation energy

spectrum has the highest counting rate and represents only one electronic transition, it was

analyzed using the theory of lifetime-vibrational interference in order to obtain a lifetime

width. The analysis was performed by holding the excitation energy constant at 399.2 eV

and the resolution width constant at the value of 0.71 eV, determined from the fit to the ion

yield data (Figure 39). The theoretical curve was fit to the experimental data by

least-squares techniques for several different values of the linewidth, with only the intensity

as a variable in the fits. Figure 41 shows the results of this analysis. The solid line

overlaying the data represents the calculated peak profile with a lifetime width of 140 meV.

The insert shows the value of x2 as a function of the lifetime width; the minimum in x2

comes at a width of 146 meV. This result is in agreement with the linewidth of 143 meV

obtained by Tronc et al. [50] from their electron energy-loss data. It is close to the value

of 130 meV determined by Remmers et al. [58] from their high-resolution photoabsorption

measurements.

The excitation spectrum for the NO oxygen TC resonance is shown in Figure 42

along with the least-squares fit to the data and the contributions from the 2E -, 20, and 2E+

levels. Recall that the level ordering for oxygen excitation, 2E- <2A 2%-i+9L is different

from that for nitrogen excitation, 20 <2E- <2E+ [76].o For the fit, the lifetime width was

constrained to be 180 meV, the value for 02 [79], and the Franck-Condon factors were

those for the equivalent-core excitation of NO to NF [138] adjusted for the difference in

reduced masses. The overall intensities and positions of the profiles were allowed to vary,

as was the resolution width, which was found to be 0.95 eV.
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Figure 41. The high kinetic energy region of the nitrogen de-excitation spectrum taken at
excitation energy of 399.2 eV. Circles: data; solid line: calculated peak profile
with a lifetime width of 140 meV. The insert show the value of x2 as a function
of the lifetime width. From Reference 89.
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Figure 42. Excitation spectrum for the NO oxygen TE resonance. Circles: data; solid lines:
fit. From Reference 89.
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Figure 43. Oxygen de-excitation spectrum following excitation of an 0 ls electron to the
27c level at 532.7 eV. From Reference 89.
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A representative oxygen de-excitation spectrum is shown in Figure 43. Spectra

were measured at a variety of excitation energies, but little change was observed from one

energy to another. Only one strong peak occurs (at 514 515 eV) and there is weak

intensity at higher kinetic energies (between 520 525 eV). As with the nitrogen spectra,

the low kinetic energy peak is attributed to decay to 173271 and 50174271 states of NOT,

and the high kinetic energy intensity is due to transitions to the 27° ground state of NO+.

The de-excitation to the X 'E+ state is very weak in the oxygen spectrum since the

27 electrons are strongly localized on the nitrogen leading to predominantly spectator decay

from NO* [76]. At the excitation energy of 532.7 eV, contributions to the high kinetic

energy region should be primarily due to decay from the 20 level because of the low

population of 2E+ (see Figure 42). In an attempt to determine the lifetime width, the data

were fit with lifetime-vibration interference curves computed at different linewidths as

shown in Figure 44. Including interference is necessary to fit the data, otherwise there

would be greater intensity in the data on the low kinetic energy side of the peak (see Figure

9), but the low counting statistics do not permit optimization as a function of the lifetime

width. The solid line of Figure 44 shows a comparison between experiment and calculation

with the assumption that the lifetime width is 180 meV, the value for 02 [79]. The peak

at 515 eV is represented by a voigt function. The match between experiment and

calculation is acceptable, but the best conclusion that can be made is that the lifetime width

is approximately 180 meV for oxygen excitation. Remmers et al. [58] were also

unsuccessful at precisely determining the linewidth for NO* and report it as .200 meV.
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Figure 44. The high kinetic energy region of the oxygen de-excitation spectrum. Circles:
data; solid and dashed lines: fits. From Reference 89.
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4.3 Sulfur 2p Photoelectron Spectroscopy [118]

The 2p12 and 4312 ionization energies of CS2, H2S, OCS, SO2, and Ar are collected

in Table 8 along with previously reported values from the literature.

The ionization energies of argon 2p3/2 and 2p12 were measured to be

248.595 ± 0.002 eV and 250.731 ± 0.003 eV, respectively. Here, the quoted uncertainties

represent the standard deviation of the mean. The standard deviation for the distribution,

representing the precision for an individual measurement, is 0.014 eV.

The 43,2 number is in excellent agreement with the value obtained by Thomas and

Shaw [139] from this laboratory several years ago (Table 8). The 2p12 numbers do not

agree as well but are within the uncertainty of 0.05 eV reported by Thomas and Shaw.

From Table 8 it can be seen that the argon 2p ionization energies of this

investigation show very good agreement with the x-ray emission results of Nordgren et al.

and Petersson et al. [140], with the XPS results of Johansson et al. [141], and with the

Rydberg analysis by King et al. [48] of electron energy-loss data. The agreement with an

imprecisely calibrated synchrotron study [142] and with measurements obtained prior to

1970 [143-145] is not very good.

From these comparisons, an accuracy for the measurements and an overall

uncertainty can be estimated at about 0.02 eV and 0.03 eV, respectively.

Asplund et al. [146] measured values for S 4312 ionization energies which range

from 0.04 to 0.07 eV greater than the values of the present work. The discrepancy can

perhaps be explained by the one-point calibration of their spectra against the Ne KLL Auger

line which they report as 804.52 ± 0.09 eV. Although this agrees very well with the Ne
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Table 8. Summary of 2p ionization energies of CS2, H2S, OCS, SO2, and Ar.

compound 2P3/2 2P1/2 Reference

CS2

H2S

OCS

169.98
170.02
170.01
169.8
169.8

171.17

171.0

Present work [118]
146
147
148
145

170.37 171.57 Present work [118]
170.44 146
170.360 171.564 60
170.22 171.42 150
170.34 171.54 149
170.2 171.5 145

170.72 171.93 Present work [118]
170.77 146
170.66 171.85 151
170.64 147
170.6 171.6 152
170.6 171.8 148

SO2 174.78 175.99 Present work [118]
174.84 146
174.81 153
174.8 145

Ar 248.60 250.73 Present work [118]
248.4 250.6 142
248.629 250.777 140
248.628 250.776 48
248.60 250.70 139
248.62 141
248.5 250.6 143
248.52 250.55 144
248.45 250.56 145
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KLL Auger kinetic energy from this lab (804.530 ± 0.007 eV [119]), all of the spectra of

the current study were calibrated against two peaksthe Ne I s and Ne 2s.

With the exception of the Asplund et al. values, all the reported 2p ionization

energies for H2S and OCS, including earlier ones from this laboratory, are slightly lower

than the current numbers. However, the recently reported literature values for H2S from the

photoabsorption measurements of Hudson et al. [60] are in excellent agreement with the

XPS values. For SO2, all reported values agree reasonably well with each other. The CS2

values show a greater spread with the number from the present study agreeing well with the

higher previously reported values.
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5. Conclusions

The best sulfur 2p lorentzian linewidths from the present investigation are

summarized in Table 9. Also included are unpublished (except for H2S [34]) theoretical

values calculated by F.P. Larkins [154], preliminary values from a ZKE spectroscopy study

by Thomas et al. [92], and the results from other measurements [59, 60, 101].

The ZKE spectroscopy numbers should be regarded as preliminary as the complete

analysis has been slowed by the difficulties involved in completing the calculations that

take into account vibrational excitation in the molecules. So although the absolute values

of the linewidths should be regarded with some skepticism, they have been included in

Table 9 as the trends exhibited by the numbers are probably valid.

The simple view of the one-center model predicts that the valence electron density

near the core hole decreases with increasing electronegativity of the surrounding atoms,

leading to an increase in the lifetime and decrease in the linewidth. This was borne out by

the calculations of Coville and Thomas [6] for is holes in molecules with first-row

elements or hydrogen as ligands. Accordingly, the sulfur 2p linewidths should increase as

S02<OCS<CS2<H2S. However, the trend in linewidths predicted by Larkins [154], who

uses the one-center approximation in the calculations, is that SO2 is much less than H2S,

which is a little less than OCS and CS2, which are about equal to each other (Table 9). But

McColl and Larkins [7] also found anomalous results in their calculations of Si 2p

linewidths, specifically, SiC14=Sia4 >SiF4 (Table 2). Although chlorine is more electro-

negative than hydrogen, it is also more polarizable, and the two effects cancel each other.

Clearly, a similar situation is occurring with the sulfur-containing moleculeseven though
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Table 9. Sulfur 2p lorentzian linewidths, meV, and ionization energies, eV.

Compound Theoretical
linewidtha

Ionization
energy2
(2p312)

Photo-
absorption
linewidtha

ZKEe
linewidth

Other
linewidths

H2S 86d 170.37 63 ± 3 65 51 ± 7, 65 ±
70 ± 10f

CS2 90 169.98 70 ± 4 63

OCS 89 170.72 77 ± 3 57

SO2 66 174.78 57 ± 3 40

SF6 180.28g 35 ± 8h

a Reference 154: F.P. Larkins, unpublished results for core-ionized species.
b Present work.
c Reference 92: Thomas et al.
d Reference 34: F.P. Larkins.
e Reference 60: Hudson et al., photoabsorption measurement.
f Reference 101: Svensson et al., XPS measurement.
g Reference 146: Asplund et al.
h Reference 59, 60: Hudson et al., photoabsorption measurement.

SC- and OC- ligands would be expected to withdraw more electron density from the sulfur

core hole than hydrogen, their greater polarizability serves to make the linewidths of OCS

and CS2 a small amount greater than that of H2S. In general, however, the trend in the

theoretically predicted linewidths is that H2S, CS2, and OCS are similar, with SO2 being

significantly narrower.
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Also included in Table 9 are the sulfur 2p ionization energies obtained from Table

8. H2S, CS2, and OCS have similar ionization energies which are less than and definitely

different from the SO2 ionization energy. The ionization energy reflects both

electronegativity and relaxation, as does the lifetime. In general, the correlation may be

better between lifetime and ionization energy than between lifetime and electronegativity.

The same pattern is exhibited by the ZKE spectroscopy data of Thomas et al. [92].

H2S, CS2, and OCS have similar linewidths with the SO2 value much smaller, although in

contrast to theory, OCS instead of H2S deviates slightly from the other two with similar

linewidths.

The photoabsorption measurements of the present study do not appear to show the

same trend, as the values of the linewidths are evenly spaced increasing in the order

S02<H2S<CS2<OCS. However, ignoring H2S, the OCS and CS2 linewidths appear quite

similar and both are significantly wider than the SO2 linewidth. The anomalously narrow

linewidth for H2S could be a feature of core-excitation as opposed to the core-ionization

seen in ZKE spectroscopy and for which the calculations have been done. Although

according to the one-center approximation, an extra electron in the bound orbitals should

decrease the lifetime, and increase the linewidth, it is possible that this effect would be

greater for SO2, OCS, and CS2 than it is for H2S. The net effect would be that the linewidth

for core-excited H2S increases less than that for the other three with the result that the H2S

linewidth appears to decrease. This can be observed by comparing the ZKE spectroscopy

numbers with the photoabsorption numbers in Table 9, where the H2S linewidths are quite

similar, but the photoabsorption values for CS2, OCS, and SO2 are greater than their ZKE
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counterparts. Of course, due to the uncertain nature of the ZKE spectroscopy linewidths,

the differences between the two sets of numbers may be accidental.

Regardless of how the linewidths from either investigation are viewed, they do not

support the predictions of the multicenter model by Hartmann [8], in which the linewidth

decreases in going from CH4 to CF4. SO2 has the narrowest linewidth in both investigations

which would not be expected if the multicenter approximation were valid. Lending

additional support to the one-center model are the linewidths of H2S and SF6 (Table 9)

obtained from the photoabsorption measurements of Hudson et al. [59, 60] in which the

linewidth decreases from 51 to 35 meV.

In comparing the theoretical predictions with the experimental measurements, the

former are consistently too high. It is not apparent why this is so.

The only molecule of the present investigation for which a linewidth has been

published is H2S. As discussed in chapter 4, the linewidths reported by Hudson et al. [60]

are for adjacent high-level (n=7 and 8) Rydberg peaks. Even though the Hudson et al.

spectrum was of higher quality, that does not make their H2S linewidth more reliable than

the one of this study. The other H2S linewidth reported in Table 9 is from the photoelectron

spectrum of Svensson et al. [101] where the PCI-distorted peak was fit with the function

of Armen et al. [97]. Their linewidth of 70 ± 10 meV shows good agreement with the

currently reported width of 63 ± 3 meV.

Table 10 presents the linewidths for the nitrogen-containing molecules N2 and NO.

Included are the linewidth from the lifetime-vibrational interference study and the reliable

linewidths from Table 3. The values obtained by the C.T. Chen research group [55, 56] are

not shown because of uncertainties in the determination of the experimental resolution, nor
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Table 10. Nitrogen 1 s linewidths, meV, and ionization energies, eV.

Compound Theory
(Ref. 6)

Experiment Reference Ionization
energy

Refer-
ence

N2

NO

120

138

123 ± 10

143 ± 12
130
146

[51] EELS

[50] EELS
[58] Photoabsorption
[89] Present work

409.93

410.1
412

[139]

[155]

is the ZKE spectroscopy-derived value of Medhurst et al. [99] included because of

improper fitting of the data.

Comparing the NO linewidth from the lifetime-vibrational interference analysis

with the NO and N2 linewidths from the electron energy-loss spectra of the Manchester

group [50, 51], it seems that the linewidth increases significantly with the replacement of

an N ligand with an 0, in contrast with the one-center prediction. Arguing against this

conclusion is the linewidth reported by Remmers et al. [58] from their high resolution

photoabsorption study of NO using synchrotron radiation. At 130 meV, it falls between the

other reported values for NO and N2 and could be said to show good agreement with either

one. But this also illustrates the pitfalls of comparing linewidths obtained by different

research groups. Remmers et al. determined their experimental resolution from physical

parameters of the monochromator on the beamline. In the present study, the resolution was

determined by assigning a lorentzian width to the ion yield peak of 143 meV [89] and

fitting the peak as a voigt function. The gaussian width obtained in this manner was then

used in the lifetime-vibrational interference fits of the de-excitation spectra. Although this
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may seem to be a redundant way of obtaining a lorentzian linewidth, the experimental

resolution was determined to be 0.71 eV, so small inaccuracies in the original lorentzian

width would not affect the gaussian width.

Lending additional validity to the Remmers et al. number is that the monochromator

was the same one used by Hudson et al. [59, 60] for their photoabsorption spectroscopy

experiments of H2S and SF6. The resolution reported for H2S was 31 meV, and from a

visual comparison of their spectrum with the one of the present photoabsorption study with

a resolution of 38 meV, this seems reasonable. However, because of the different energy

ranges required for the NO vs. H2S core-excitations, different gratings were used for the

two experiments.

Recall that the theoretically predicted linewidths are for core-ionized N2 and core-

excited NO, so the apparent agreement with theory of the Manchester numbers does not

make them more credible. Several ionization energies for NO have been published [155],

ranging from similar to the N2 ionization energy to a few eV above it (see Table 10). Thus

the core-ionized linewidths for the two molecules might be similar or the NO linewidth

might be somewhat less than that for N2.

In summary, it is impossible to state conclusively whether there is a molecular effect

on the N ls linewidth and what the trend is, if any. Possibly, the molecular effect differs

for core-ions vs. core-excited species. More experiments, especially a good determination

of the linewidth of N2, need to be done. The linewidth of 132 meV reported by the C.T.

Chen research group [55] has been the linewidth used in high resolution synchrotron studies

of N2 [75, 81], but there seems to be agreement that this number is too large [67, 81]. Also,
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it is probably necessary to obtain the linewidths for more than just two nitrogen-containing

molecules before a trend can be definitively seen.

The ambiguities of the N ls linewidths and S 2p linewidths do not seem present in

a recent ZKE study of C ls holes. Preliminary analysis of the spectra of CH4, CO, and CO2

by T.D. Thomas of measurements made by Thomas et al. [156] yields linewidths of 97, 91,

and 70 meV, respectively. Still pending are results for CS2, OCS, and CF4. The agreement

with the theoretically predicted values by Coville and Thomas [6] of 96 meV for methane

is excellent, less good for CO (73 meV), and very good for CO2 (66 meV). The linewidths

decrease with increasing electronegativity in agreement with the findings of Coville and

Thomas, although without the dramatic decrease between methane and carbon monoxide.

This is the best experimental evidence available, so far, of the validity of the one-center

model, and of the existence of a molecular effect on linewidth.
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